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Executive summary 
Before the opening of West Rail, bus is a leading transportation mode to go 
to urban area in West New Territories. But after the opening of West Rail in 2003, the 
situation is changed. West Rail and bus become an important transportation mode of 
residents. But the market share of West Rail is not high enough to reach the target of 
KCRC. Then what is the main problem of West Rail behind? The purpose of this 
report is to investigate on how people choose their transportation mode and use the 
data of the survey to help KCRC to boost up the passenger amount of West Rail. 
The research examines how residents in West New Territories choose their 
transportation mode between West Rail and bus. It is found that the inconvenient 
stations and the need of interchanging with other means of transport are the most 
important reasons of passengers of not travel by West Rail. Low income people are 
the more prefer to travel by West Rail than high income people. Also Tin Shui Wai 
and Yuen Long District residents are more willing to travel by West Rail than Tuen 
Mun District residents. 
Based on the findings of the research, KCRC is suggested to issue West Rail 
one month pass and festival pass continuously and enhance the feeder service. 
Residents in different district are also suggested to choose different transportation 
mode so that they can save both time and money in their journey.
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Chapter 1 ‧ Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Background 
Kowloon-Canton Railway Corporation (KCRC) had started the construction 
work of KCR West Rail (WR) in October 1998. This 30.5km railway linking between 
West New Territories and Kowloon was expected to have 350 thousand passengers 
per day at the beginning and to bring a huge impact on the transportation mode for the 
residents in West New Territories. 
The Railway finally opened on 20th December 2004, but the response of the 
residents was far from what KCRC had expected. The amount of passengers could 
only reach 100000 per day at the beginning. Also the impact on bus service in West 
New Territories was also quite small as compared with the prediction made before. 
The bus service remains popular among residents. Residents blamed this situation on 
West Rail for their high fare, inconvenient station locations, and inadequate feeder 
services.  
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On the other hand, KCRC blamed the situation on Transportation Department for not 
cutting out some of the overlapping bus routes and suggested that residents were not 
yet familiar with the new West Rail services.  
After several months, Transportation Department had started to remove or 
stop some of the bus routes that overlap with West Rail or have low passengers 
amount in West New Territories. Also they reduced bus frequency or changed the 
routing of buses to cope with the opening of West Rail. On the other hand, KCRC 
introduced several discounts or concessions like one-day pass for students, one-month 
pass, festival pass and enhancement of feeder services for West Rail to attract 
passengers. According to a newspaper report (羅麗明, 2004), the passenger amount 
increased at about 5000 per month. Also the introduction of the one-month pass and 
the enhancement of feeder services in August led to a great increase of 30,000 
passengers (文匯報, 2004). After adopting these measures, the passenger amount 
increased over 80% to about 180000 per day. Although the passenger amount is still 
lower than the expectation of KCR, it is believed the passenger amount of KCR West 
Rail will continuous to increase. It is obvious that discounts, concessions and 
enhancement of feeder services are great incentives for people to take West Rail. West 
Rail has made some impact on the choice of transportation mode for residents in West 
New Territories. 
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1.2 Research Objectives 
This report has three main objectives. The first objective mainly concerns 
about why and how people choose their existing transportation. The second objective 
concerns how much money residents are willing to pay for a bus and West Rail trip. 
The third objective focuses on how KCRC can develop their marketing strategies to 
increase its passenger amount.  
Specially, this study attempts to achieve the following three objectives: 
a) To identify the internal and external factors and the marketing mix factors that 
influence the choice of transportation mode of residents in West New Territories 
b) To identify the value of time and willingness to pay of residents in West New 
Territories 
c) To make recommendations to KCRC for its marketing strategy to improve its 
services and passenger amount for West Rail 
 
1.3 Rationale 
Railway is one of the most important transportation systems in Hong Kong. 
In fact, railway was the second most common transportation mode in Hong Kong. 
They carry 35.2% or 119,852,000 of the total 350,157,000 monthly passengers. This 
is only a little bit lower than the passenger amount of the franchised bus, which has 
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35.5% or 124,212,000 monthly passengers (Transportation Department, 2004). The 
passenger amount for railway is still increasing continuously in each month. Although 
franchised bus takes the lion’s share of transportation market in Hong Kong, railway 
has become a more and more important part of the transportation system in Hong 
Kong. Every new railway has a great impact on passengers. 
It is interesting to know what features passengers use to choose a specific 
transportation mode. For West Rail, the passenger amount is still much less than the 
previous estimation. So the criteria for passengers to choose certain kind of public 
transport are an important issue. For example, does the convenience determine how 
passengers choose a transportation mode? By doing this, reasons of why West Rail 
has failed to attract passengers and what can be done to improve the situation can be 
determined. 
Besides, the characteristics of passengers of West Rail and buses can be 
investigated. For example, what kind of passenger is most likely to travel on West 
Rail? Useful information can be induced for KCRC to develop strategies to attract 
certain kind of passengers to travel on West Rail. 
The value of time is also an interesting issue to investigate. Different 
districts have different value of time. Is the value of time for residents in West New 
Territories different from those in other districts? Such information will help to 
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examine the competitiveness of the fare of West Rail. Structured interviews will be 
carried out to collect information on the above issues.  
 
1.4 Scope of Research 
As the main objective of constructing West Rail is to link the West New 
Territories to the urban area, it is more appropriate to limit the scope of research to 
West New Territories’ residents. Although West Rail have three stations in urban areas, 
it is difficult to investigate the change in transportation mode for residents in urban 
areas after the opening of West Rail as these residents are dispersed in different areas. 
Most of the passengers of West Rail are the residents of West New Territories. It is 
more important to conduct research on them rather than passengers who live in urban 
areas. 
Besides, it is necessary to focus on the competition between West Rail and 
franchised bus only, because franchised bus and railway are the most competitive 
transportation modes in Hong Kong. Each accounts for about 35% of the market share. 
Other transportation mode, for example taxi and minibus, only account for a small 
portion of passenger amount. More importantly, the major transportation modes for 
passengers to travel to and from West New Territories and urban areas are franchised 
bus and West Rail. So this study focuses on West Rail and franchised bus only. 
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1.5 Findings and Implications 
        The research investigates the features of passengers in West New Territories 
when choosing their transportation mode. Bus and West Rail passengers are being 
asked for their opinion about West Rail so that practical implication can be drawn 
from it to help West Rail to increase their passenger amount. 
        The results shows that the main motivation for passengers to travel West 
Rail is speed and convenient. On the other hand, the need of interchanging with other 
means of transportation to go to destination and inconvenience stations are the main 
reason for bus passengers not to choose West Rail. Also passengers who live in Tin 
Shui Wai and Yuen Long District are more willing to travel by West Rail. In addition, 
Passengers who live near to West Rail stations are more willing to take West Rail and 
buy the festival pass. Passengers who live far away from West Rail stations are more 
willing to take bus and buy the one month pass. 
The results indicated that KCRC should increase their feeder service for 
West Rail in order to increase the coverage of West Rail. Enhance the promotion of 
festival pass is suggested to increase the popularity. The name of festival pass should 
change to one day pass to avoid the misunderstanding of residents. Furthermore, 
KCRC can sell the one day pass in light rail stations and convenience stores so that 
passengers live far away from West Rail stations can buy the festival pass easily.
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Chapter 2 ‧ Literature Review
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 The Introduction to KCR West Rail 
The Transport Bureau (Transport Department after 1997) first introduced 
the idea of Western Corridor in the document of Railway Development Strategy 1994 
(RDS, 1994). The document suggested that it was necessary to construct a railway 
which could link West New Territories to urban areas to cope with the increasing 
population in West New Territories and increasing in cross-boarder traveler between 
Hong Kong and China. The Western Corridor should be a multi-functional railway, 
which provides three kind of service include Port Rail Line connecting China with the 
container terminal in Kwai Chung, a Through Passenger Line connecting China with 
the West Kowloon new passenger terminal, and a Suburb Passenger Line connecting 
Tin Shui Wai and Yuen Long with the urban areas (Thomas, 2001). 
The population of West New Territories is expected to grow to 1.4 million 
and account for 18% of the total population in Hong Kong at the end of 2011 (West 
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rail, 2000). The rapid increase of population has lead to a great demand for a railway 
to connect with urban areas. So the Sub-urban Passenger Line, which now we call it 
West Rail, is the earliest one to be approved by the Executive Council of the 
Government in 1998. They authorized KCRC as the operator of the West Rail 
(Thomas, 2001) 
The Phrase 1 of West Rail opened in time on 20th December 2004. Daily 
operation hours are between 5:30am and 1:30am. The total length is 30.5km, which 
linked between West Kowloon and West New Territories. There are total nine stations, 
which include Tuen Mun, Siu Hong, Tin Shui Wai, Long Ping, Yuen Long, Kam 
Sheung Road, Tsuen Wan West Mei Foo and Nam Cheong, and will have an 
additional two stations - West Kowloon station and East Tsim Sha Tsui station in 
Phrase 2. Four stations include Tuen Mun, Siu Hong, Tin Shui Wai and Yuen Long 
can interchange with the Light Rail while 2 stations including Mei Foo and Nam 
Cheong can interchange with MTR Tsuen Wan Line and Tung Chung Line. The total 
journey is only 30 minutes from Tuen Mun to Nam Cheong. The train service runs 
every 3.5 minutes and 4.5 minutes in the morning and evening peak hours 
respectively and run every 5-12 minutes in non-peak hours. In the first year of 
opening, a 20% discount of the fare is provided for trips between West New 
Territories’ and urban stations and a 10% discount is provided after the first year. A 
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10% discount of fare is provided for passengers traveling within stations in West New 
Territories. KCR Light Rail and KCR buses provide feeder services for Octopus users 
of West Rail to link the residents far away to West Rail Stations (KCRC 2004). 
 
2.2 Transportation Mode
Before we go into details of changing transportation mode of residents, we 
first define the term “transportation mode”. Transportation mode means a method by 
which people and goods are transported (i.e. a "car" or a "bicycle" or a "bus") (Smith 
1997). Changing in transportation mode of a person means that once he changes his 
movement method from one transportation system that he usually use to another one 
that he has not used or seldom use. 
A person will not change his transportation mode suddenly because of the 
inertia of human beings. A change in transportation mode may be caused by internal 
factors of a person or external factors. For instance, a person may change his/her 
traveling pattern and changes the transportation mode. For example, a person’s 
change his preference of traveling from cheap fare to fast trip may lead to a change in 
transportation mode from bus to railway. For external factors, change in transportation 
mode may be caused by change in the service of the existing transport. For example, 
if the frequency of the bus decreases, people who do not have much patience will 
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change their transportation mode to the more frequent rail service. It may also be 
caused by removed or addition of existing or new transportation system. For example, 
the cancellation of a bus route will divert the existing passengers to minibus or taxi. 
On the other hand, the opening of a railway system will attract passengers from other 
means of transport like bus and minibus. After the opening of West Rail, many people 
have changed their transportation mode to West Rail. It is important to determine 
different transportation modes in West New Territories in order to compare their 
difference in characteristics, and to investigate the reasons why passengers choose a 
particular transportation mode. 
 
2.3 The Purposes of Travel Trip 
People traveling from one place to another must have their purpose. 
According to Hanson (1995), there are generally eight types of trip purposes: work 
trips, shopping trips, shopping trips, recreation trips, school trips, business trips, home 
trips and others. As a trip is defined as one-way movement, whenever a person goes to 
work or shopping from home, they finally must back to their home. Therefore, the 
home trip is founded to be the most popular purpose for travel trip in metropolitan 
area of North American. It account for 35-45% of the total trips. Work, shopping and 
social/recreation trips account for 10-15% of the total trips (Hanson, 1995).  
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However, there may be some variations in the figures between different 
countries. For example, the percentage of work trip is expected to be higher in Hong 
Kong as more people go to work. It may be different from America where some 
people would prefer not to work because of the comprehensive welfare system. In 
addition, the trip is usually shorter in Hong Kong when compared with America. It 
may affect the choice of transportation mode. Nevertheless, we can use this 
information to further investigate how different trip purposes affect the choice of 
transportation mode in West New Territories in Hong Kong. 
 
2.4 The Path Availability of Residents in West New Territories 
Hong Kong has seven different kinds of public transport. It includes 
railways, buses, minibuses, taxis, ferries, tram and peak tram (Transportation 
Department, 2004). Railways, buses, minibuses, taxis and ferries can be found in West 
New Territories. 
The path availability means that the number of ways that are available for 
passengers to travel from one place to another. It represents the number of substitutes 
for passengers. Increases in substitutes for passenger means, to a certain extent, means 
different routes of same transportation system or different transportation system 
compete for a fixed amount of passengers to get maximum revenue.  
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Also in general, increase in substitutes of transportation will lead to a higher 
price elasticity of demand. Price elasticity of demand measures the responsiveness of 
quantity demanded to a change in price, with all other factors held constant (Quick 
MBA, 2004). Passengers can have one more choice for traveling when a new 
transportation system is introduced. Their sensitivity toward the fare will increase as 
they can compare the fares of different transportation systems. An increase in fare will 
lead to a higher decrease in the quantity demanded. 
In order to determine the impact of increase in substitutes by introducing of 
West Rail, it is important to determine the path availability of different areas in West 
New Territories by comparing the difference in price and time for different paths. 
Appendix 1 shows the tables of path availability, the total fare and the approximate 
traveling time of nine different places in West New Territories to urban areas. These 
nine places are chosen because West New Territories cover a large area. Also all the 
places are densely populated. Eight places in urban area are being chosen as the 
destination deal to their popularity. West New Territories’ residents often go to these 
urban areas for recreation or work purposes. Comparing those places in New 
Territories and Urban areas can ensure the accuracy and the typical of the path 
availability.  
Appendix 1 shows that the path availability of different places is quite 
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different. Some districts like Tuen Mun Town Centre and Tin Yiu have a large variety 
of path availability, whereas Kam Tin Town Centre mainly relies on KMB 251M or 
several feeder bus route to provide feeder service for West Rail. 
Those places which need to use the Light Rail or feeder bus service to travel 
to nearby West rail station do not have much or no competitive advantage in time for 
taking West Rail to travel to urban areas when compared with franchised bus. For 
example, nearly all path availability of West Rail does not have competitive advantage 
in Tuen Mun Ferry Pier. If residents want to go to Tsuen Wan Town Centre, they can 
choose bus route 59M, which only takes 32 minutes, whereas West Rail needs to take 
about 45 minutes. If residents want to go to Central, they can choose bus route 962 
and 962P, which only takes 40-50 minutes, whereas West Rail needs to take about an 
hour. The similar situation also happens in Tuen Mun Town Centre, Leung Ling, Tin 
Heng and Yuen Long Town Centre. But for those places near the West Rail stations, 
the competitive advantage of time for West Rail is much greater. For example, 
residents in Siu Hong need to travel 40 minutes to Tsuen Wan Town Centre by bus 
route 67M, whereas West Rail only takes about 30 minutes. For residents in Long 
Ping, they need to take 70 minutes to travel to Causeway Bay whereas West Rail only 
takes about 45 minutes. 
Appendix 1 reveals that the competitive advantage of time of a place to 
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travel on West Rail is inversely related to the distance to travel to the West Rail. That 
means if the place is far away from the West Rail Station, the competitive advantage 
of West Rail will be much smaller. 
Also, it is common that the fare of West Rail in Tuen Mun District is much 
higher than bus. For example, in Siu Hong, bus route 67X costs only $10.7 to go to 
Monk Kok, whereas taking West Rail will cost at least $14.4. But in Tin Shui Wai, 
Yuen Long and Kam Tin, bus routes to Monk Kok cost $12.5 - $13, whereas West 
Rail cost at least $14.4. We can see that the price difference between West Rail and 
bus is much smaller. The difference of the fare between West Rail and bus may affect 
the price elasticity of demand of passengers. 
Although path availability is an important issue for this research, it still 
lacks actual data to show the choice of mode among different transportation modes. 
When conducting survey for passengers in different districts in West New Territories, 
important information can be generate on the reasons of choosing their existing 
transportation mode among different transportation modes.  
 
2.5 The Change in Public Transport System after the Opening of West Rail 
Before the opening of West Rail, the main transportation mode in West New 
Territories was bus. The Transport Department reorganized the transportation service 
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after the opening of the West Rail. It aims at coping with the demand of residents and 
their changes in the habit of transportation. But residents complained about the 
deterioration of bus service in West New Territories. Many of the bus routes have 
either decreased its frequency, changed its routing or have been cancelled. They 
argued that Transport Department forces them to on travel West Rail. Also, residents 
complained that the Light Rail and feeder bus routes of West Rail could not cope with 
the demand, which led to congestion problems. The comparison of the bus routes and 
Light Rail service before or after the operation of the West Rail is discussed below. 
From Appendix 2, most of the bus routes have decreased their frequency 
and some have been cancelled. For example, 63M is the most controversial route that 
was cancelled, yet it was the fastest and the only directed route running between Tuen 
Mun and Tsing Yi. Although 68A has been extended to Tsing Yi after the cancellation 
of 63M, it takes much longer to go to Tsing Yi via Tsuen Wan and Kwai Fong. Some 
routes that face direct competition with the West Rail like 68X and K2P have also 
decreased their frequency. It means that the passenger amount of the bus routes is 
decreasing. On the other hand, the effect on those routes that do not pose direct 
competition to West Rail is much smaller. For example, most of the routes linking 
Tuen Mun and East Kowloon like 258D and 259D have increased its frequency to 
strengthen their services. This comparison indicated that some of the passengers have 
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changed their transportation habit from bus to West Rail. 
From Appendix 3, we can see that Light Rail mainly operate long distance 
route to carry passengers to travel between Tuen Mun, Tin Shui Wai and Yuen Long 
before the opening of West Rail. Only two Light Rail routes and some feeder bus 
services were operated within the districts. But after the opening of West Rail, Light 
Rail opened several short-distance routes like 614P and 705 and feeder bus routes like 
K76 to carry passengers to nearby West Rail stations to interchange with West Rail. It 
means that passengers have begun to use West Rail to travel between different 
districts within West New Territories or to go to urban areas. So we can see that the 
Light Rail service is changing its role from carry passengers to travel between Yuen 
Long, Tin Shui Wai and Tuen Mun to the feeder service of the West Rail.  
The change in public transport system can reveal the competitiveness of 
different transportation modes. Has this created some problems for the bus service 
and so to a decrease in the bus frequency and the passenger amount? We can conduct 
survey on passengers of bus and West Rail to examine their opinions on service level 
of different transportation modes so as to investigate for the reasons of choosing their 
existing transportation modes. 
2.6 Value of Time 
Value of time is important for passengers to choose the mode of public 
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transport. Basically there are two types of value of time. One is the behavior value of 
time. It is defined as the generalized cost, which is the total effect of making the trip 
expressed in monetary terms. Another is the evaluation or community value of time. It 
is the conversion of the travel time savings from time unit to monetary unit (Hong 
Kong Transport Department, 1983). In this report, we use the second definition of the 
value of time. 
According to Krusei (1997), value of time is related to two factors including 
purposes of travel and the conditions under which it occurs. It means that the value of 
time will vary based on the purpose of travel. For example, businesspersons whose 
trips are for work purposes may be different from a housewife whose trips are for 
recreation purpose. It also depends on the individual time value towards different 
purposes of travel. The stability and comfort of the internal and external environment 
also affect the value of time. When there is traffic congestion, the value of time may 
become greater for a person so that they may travel on a more expensive but saver and 
faster mode such as railway.  
The value of time is important for this study. First, by assessing the value of 
time of residents in West New Territories, we can determine whether the fare of West 
Rail is competitive or not for the travelers. Second, we can recommend a specific 
pricing strategy for West Rail by knowing the reasons behind of residents for having 
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such value of time. 
 
2.7 Summary 
These information and statistics reveal that West Rail has failed in attracting 
a certain amount of passengers that they expected. Although the passenger amount is 
increasing after several strategies are implemented like enhancement of feeder service 
and introducing of one-month pass, the passenger amount is still less than predicted 
before. Then can we conclude that West Rail is a failure? In my opinion, the answer 
can be yes or no. It is true that we only focus on the passenger amount of West Rail 
now. It is expected that the West Rail will continue to have loss until the opening of 
the two stations in Phrase 2 in 2009. But it is difficult to say that it will have a profit 
after the opening of Phrase 2 as the passenger amount now is still far from expected. 
It is difficult to double the passenger amount by opening just two stations. On the 
other hand, West Rail provides more choices and reduces travel time for some of the 
West New Territories residents.  
Although some researches try to examine how people choose their 
transportation mode, it is not fully suitable for Hong Kong, which has its own 
transportation patterns, transportation problems and characteristics of passengers. For 
example, value of time of different countries may be different because of the different 
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value perspective toward time. Also the path availability is very different between 
countries or even in the same area. By collecting data on West Rail and residents in 
West New Territories we can develop some strategies for West Rail to increase its 
passenger amount. Although the current situation may not improve significantly, it 
can still improve the situation to a certain extent in order to reduce loss. This project 
will conduct a survey to investigate the traveling pattern and the reasons for choosing 
the transportation mode of the residents. Demographic of residents can help to 
determine the characteristics of people who travel on West Rail and bus. By analyzing 
data, motivation for residents to travel on West Rail and value of time for residents 
can be revealed. We can compare the results with the existing West Rail strategies to 
determine if West Rail uses the right approach to attract passengers. 
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Chapter 3 ‧ Research Theory 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1  A Model of Choice of Transportation Mode 
Before we discuss the factors that can influence the choice of transportation 
mode, we can first derive a model of transportation choice. This model is to identify 
the number of factors, which are independent variables that influence the choice of 
transportation mode of passengers, which is dependent variable. The model is 
summarized in Figure 1 below: 
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Figure 1. Decision making process of passengers to choose a transportation mode 
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3.2 The Choice of Transportation Mode 
The choice of transportation mode is an interesting issue to investigate 
because different people may have different criteria to choose a transportation mode. 
Even people have the same characteristics, if one criterion is different, their choices of 
transportation mode can be very different. According to Des de Dios Ortudas and 
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Willumsen (2001), three groups of factors influence mode choice. First, the 
characteristics of the trip maker include income, household structure and decision 
made, etc. Second, characteristics of the journey include the purpose of trip and the 
time of the day when the journey is undertaken. Third, characteristics of the transport 
facility include the relative travel time, the relative monetary costs and the reliability, 
etc. 
This project will focus on several independent variables that are important 
for the decision making of the transportation mode. It includes internal factors and 
external factors. The marketing mix is an additional factor that directly affects the 
choice of transportation mode. The internal factors, external factors, marketing mix 
and their relationship with the choice of transportation mode will be introduced in the 
following part. 
 
3.3  Internal Factors 
Demographic of Residents / Passengers 
The demographics of residents play a most important role in the choice of 
transportation mode. Basically, demographics of residents include household income, 
household size and structure, occupation and age, etc. (Quinet and Vickerman, 2004), 
and each can influence the transportation mode of a person.  
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If monthly income of a person is low, the amount of money that he can 
spend in a month will be lower. He will try to spend money prudently and to save 
money in the daily life. He will tend to choose a cheaper transportation mode.  
For the household structure, if there is only one person who has work for a 
$12,000 salary job in a six person household, the average income per person is only 
$2,000. As the family income is low, they will tend to choose cheaper transportation. 
In contrast, if one person has a job with a $10,000 salary, he or she will tend to choose 
the transportation mode based on other factors rather than money only. 
According to a report, Yuen Long District has the third lowest household 
income in Hong Kong (Mingpao, 2004). Also, the percentage of people who are under 
65 years old in Yuen Long District is the highest among 19 districts (Census and 
Statistics Department, 2001). These factors may greatly affect the choice of 
transportation mode of Yuen Long and Tin Shui Wai residents. 
Cost 
Several kinds of cost like monetary cost and time cost can influence the 
transportation mode. Monetary cost is simply the fare that people pay. If the fare of a 
transport mode is too high, people will try to find other cheaper substitutes. If the fare 
is low, people will travel more frequently on this transport mode. For the case of West 
Rail, the amount of passengers increased sharply after the introduction of one-month 
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pass. But it should be noted that price is not the only factor that attracts passengers. 
Other factors like the level of service also affect passenger amount. Passengers may 
not accept bad service even if the fare is low. 
Time cost is similar to value of time. It is the cost that people are willing to 
pay for a certain amount of time saved. In the example of work trip, the time cost is 
larger for a passenger who earns $1,000 per hour than someone who only earns $100 
an hour. The passengers who earn more will pay a larger amount for a stable service 
because they may lose more money when they are late. 
People are willing to pay an extra cost to avoid congestion and danger. For 
example, railway has better control of time of arrival than bus. Also, its accident rate 
is much lower than the vehicles. People who want to have a safe and stable service 
tend to pay a higher fare for the railway service rather than the road transport. 
Trip Purpose 
As mentioned above, there are mainly eight types of trip purposes. Each 
purpose can affect the choice of transportation mode. Recreation and school trips are 
normally short rips. Passengers of short trips are often reluctant to interchange to 
other routes or transport modes many times. Passengers for long distance trips are 
more willing to accept interchange to other routes or transport modes more than once 
to save time. 
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Different trips also have their own level of importance. It also affects their 
choice of transportation. For example, the work trip supposedly has the highest level 
of importance because being late for work may lead to a large penalty like deduction 
of salary and even being fired. So willingness to pay extra money for a stable and fast 
trip is much larger for work trips than other trips. It is also related to the value of time 
concept. The value of time for people who are making their work trips is greater than 
those for recreation trips. 
 
3.4  External Factors
Path Availability and Service Level of Bus 
Path availability can largely influence passengers’ traveling patterns. When 
a place has a large number of paths availability, a rational passenger will choose a 
transportation mode that is the cheapest, most stable and has the best service level etc. 
In order to attract passengers to increase revenue, different transportation companies 
will improve their services to compete with each other. For example, from Appendix 2, 
we can see that the path availability in Tuen Mun Town Centre is large. People can 
travel to many places by a single, frequent and fast bus trip. The service level of bus is 
high. It creates a large pressure for West Rail. It is because when people take West 
Rail to urban areas, they often need to interchange with other kinds of transport. It 
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may drive away some passengers who do not want to interchange during their trip.  
In contrast, the path availability of Siu Hong is much smaller than Tuen 
Mun Town Centre. People can take West Rail to go to urban areas much faster than 
taking bus. On the other hand, the service level of bus is low in Siu Hong. It only has 
two whole-day service bus routes to urban areas. Passengers often complain about the 
low frequency and bus routes. Obviously, the competitiveness of West Rail in Siu 
Hong is large comparing with buses. 
Government Policy 
Government policy indirectly affects the choice of transportation mode. In 
Hong Kong, the Government gives the first priority to the railway in public transport 
development (Environment, Transport and Works Bureau, 2003). The development of 
other public transport is limited. For example, the Transport Department put a limit on 
the number of buses of KMB to about 4,000 vehicles. Also they limit the number of 
buses that can enter Central, Causeway Bay and Mong Kok. Bus companies cannot 
easily increase their service level in these districts. Because of this reason, some 
routes may not have sufficient service. It forces passengers to take other kinds of 
transport. 
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3.5 Market Segmentation 
Market segmentation is the process of identifying a group of people similar 
in one or more ways, based on a variety of characteristics and behaviors (Blackwell, 
Miniard and Engel, 2001). In other words, people are grouped together based on 
similar traits like age and lifestyle. They have some similar consumer behaviors 
because of their similar traits.  
Market segmentation is important for a company to formulate strategies to 
increase profitability. First, it is easier to serve people with similar needs. Second, 
market niche can be found to serve those customers whose needs are being ignored. It 
can reduce competition by finding more potential customers. Third, marketing 
resources can be efficiently used for targeting the most profitable customers (DSS 
Research, 2004). Profit can increase by satisfying needs and wants of different groups 
in the market. 
The priori segmentation is used to segment the West Rail passengers. A priori 
segmentation involves dividing a market into segments without the benefit of primary 
market research. Manager intuition, analysis of secondary data, analysis of internal 
customer databases or other methods are used to group people into various segments. 
This report will use priori segmentation method to choose the variables of home 
location and age to define the segment. 
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It is important for KCRC to identify different segments of passengers to 
formulate the marketing mix in order to attract travelers. It is difficult for KCRC to 
establish mass strategies that target at all passengers because people may have 
different needs. Although it is difficult to establish mass strategies, they can still 
develop strategies that target specific segment of passengers. After the survey and 
in-depth interviews, suggestions are given to KCRC to differentiate its passengers and 
specific marketing mix strategies will be suggested to attract passengers. Furthermore, 
passengers may use different criteria to choose a transport mode. 
 
3.6 Marketing Mix of West Rail 
Marketing mix is the strategic blending of a company's product or service, 
price, place and promotion, also known as the Four P's (Internet Marketing Register, 
2004). These factors directly affect the choice of transportation mode of passengers.  
Product 
Product is the service of West Rail. It includes the convenience of the 
transport system like station locations, comfort, speed of transport, provision of feeder 
services, etc. Complementary services include the facilities like customer service 
hotline and sincerity of staff.  
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Nowadays, service is the most important to develop good customer 
relationship. Once the customer becomes loyal to a transportation mode, it is not easy 
for them to change. It can show from the unstable signal system of MTR in several 
months in 2004. Some passengers say that they will try other means of public 
transport until MTR can improve their service stability. We can see that the service 
level can greatly affect the choice of transportation mode of passengers. 
West Rail position itself as a fast and convenient transportation mode in 
West New Territories. Facilities like TV can be found inside the high speed and 
comfortable trains. West Rail not only provides the service along the stations between 
Tuen Mun and Nam Cheong, it also provides feeder service for most of the areas in 
West New Territories and some of the urban areas. Its complementary service is above 
average. Facilities that seldom found in Hong Kong railway stations like washrooms 
can also be found in West Rail stations. 
Price 
Price is the total bundle of dis-utilities (costs) given up by consumers in 
exchange for a product (Blackwell, Miniard and Engel, 2001). In order words, it 
means that a person will sum up different costs to get a total cost, and use this total 
cost to exchange for product or service. For the situation in transportation, it means 
the sum of all the costs like monetary cost, time cost, and congestion a person is 
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willing to pay for to exchange for a trip. 
Here we only focus on the monetary cost of West Rail. West Rail offer 20% 
discount for octopus card users who travel between West New Territories and urban 
areas in the first year of opening. A 10% discount is provided to passengers traveling 
between stations within West New Territories. The fare ranges from $3.9 to $6.2 for 
octopus card users and $4.5 to $6.5 for single-ride ticket users. After 20th October 
2004, the fare discount for octopus card users traveling between West New Territories 
and urban areas was reduced by 10% and the fare ranges from $10.3 to $14.4 for 
octopus card users and $10.8 to $14.8 for single-ride ticket users. The reduction of 
fare is mainly because of two reasons. First is that the economy in Hong Kong is 
recovering. West Rail is running losses now, so it is necessary and suitable for West 
Rail to reduce the loss. Second is that passenger amount is small. It just has 40 
thousands per days and only account for one-fourth of the passengers (Ta Kung Pao, 
2004).  
Octopus card passengers can also freely interchange with Light Rail (LR) 
and KCRC feeder bus, or enjoy a discount to interchange with minibus and bus. The 
passenger amount was lower than they have expected in the beginning, so they started 
to introduce one-month pass in August 2004. People can travel on West Rail, Light 
Rail and its feeder buses service unlimited times within one month for only $300. 
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Also $18 student one-day pass was introduced in summer of 2004 for students to 
travel on West Rail, Light Rail and feeder buses unlimited times within one day. 
Festival pass is launched in December 2004 until August 2005 for passengers to travel 
West Rail, Light Rail and feeder buses unlimited time within one day. Furthermore, 
discount coupons were distributed to passengers for shopping at shops inside West 
Rail stations  
Place 
Coverage is the weakness of West Rail as most of the stations in West New 
Territories are far away from many densely populated areas. Also stations in urban 
areas are not located in commercial or business areas. Most of the passengers need to 
interchange with other kinds of transport to get to their destination. KCRC is aware of 
this problem and so tries to enhance its feeder services. They have an extensive 
network of Light Rail and feeder buses in West New Territories. They provide free 
feeder bus service in urban areas to commercial or business areas like Monk Kok, 
Shum Shui Po, Tsim Sha Tsui and Kwai Fong, etc. KCRC also decide to launch free 
feeder buses service for Tsing Yi (Sing Pao, 2004). They think that feeder service is 
the main factor for increasing passenger amount although it spends an addition 
$6,000,000 per year to provide the services (Ta Kung Pao, 2004). In addition to the 
free feeder buses provided by KCRC, other transportation modes also provide feeder 
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services to take passengers from West Rail stations to different areas to increase the 
coverage of West Rail 
Promotion 
Before the opening of West Rail, KCRC held some public relations 
activities including open day of West Rail stations and a 3-day charity ride for the 
Community Chest of Hong Kong to improve the image of KCRC. TV and billboard 
advertisements were placed to promote the opening of West Rail. Also free tickets of 
celebrating West Rail’s first 100 day were distributed to residents in West New 
Territories to attract them to try the West Rail service. In order to attract more 
recreation trips, “West Rail fun all the way” was launched in different stations to 
provide entertainment like dance performances and health talks to passengers. West 
Rail sightseeing buses were also launched on Sunday and public holidays between 
October and November 2004 to attract people to go to West New Territories for 
sightseeing 
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3.7 Research Propositions 
After discussing some information of West Rail and factors that affect 
choice of transportation mode, several hypotheses is tested to assess the effects of 
these factors. 
1: People do not travel by West Rail mainly because of the need for interchanging 
  with other public transport to get to the destination. 
2: Except directly lowering the fare, improving its feeder service is the most effective 
way to attract passengers to take West Rail. 
3: People travel by West Rail mainly because of the speed and discount. 
4: White-collar, young highly educated and high household income people are more 
willing to travel by West Rail. 
5: The Government’s “railway first” policy shifts passengers from bus to West Rail. 
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Chapter 4 ‧ Research Methodology 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Data Collection 
For primary research, questionnaire survey was used in conducting the 
research. The questionnaire survey aims at collecting some information on different 
characteristics of passengers who travel by bus and West Rail to urban areas. 
Residents in West New Territories were asked about their transportation habit, 
transportation mode and the reasons for choosing transportation mode. 
For secondary research, in order to have a clear understanding of KCR West 
Rail, secondary data were collected before starting the research. Information like 
company background, current operations and business strategies of West Rail were 
collected by reviewing newspaper, books, journals, homepages, and West Rail 
Booklet. Also, some important concepts include definition of some variables were 
studied. 
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4.2 Population and Sampling 
Population 
The purpose of West Rail is to provide railway service for residents in West 
New Territories to travel to and from their home and urban areas. This report aim as 
investigating their change in transportation mode, so the population should limited to 
the residents in West New Territories. The population is divided based on different 
districts in West New Territories. The total population in West New Territories: 
937,901. The population in Tuen Mun District: 488,831. The population in Yuen Long 
District is 449,070 whereas around 200,000 residents are now live in Tin Shui Wai 
(Census and Statistics Department, 2001). So this report try to divide the population 
into three main districts, Tuen Mun District, Yuen Long (Tin Shui Wai District) and 
other parts in Yuen Long District except Tin Shui Wai.  
Sampling 
The sampling frame is limited to those people who travel to and from West 
New Territories and urban areas by bus or West Rail at least once a week. It is because 
this report focuses on residents that use bus or West Rail to go to urban areas regularly 
in order to induce some transportation pattern from them. The reason for limit the 
times of travel to at least once a week is because some people like student or 
housewives do not often go to urban areas. Some people may even use their own car. 
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It cannot generate some useful information from them. Some people may only travel 
West Rail on the weekends for recreation purpose. So the regular recreation trips can 
also generate some ideas for KCRC for its strategies.  
 
4.3 Questionnaire Design 
In order to collect information and opinion of residents in West New 
Territories, questionnaire must be designed thoroughly. The questionnaire contains six 
parts. Several questions are set in each part in order to get information of the purpose 
of that part. 
First part: Screening questions 
Q1 – Q2: To screen out those interviewees who are unqualified to do the survey, that 
is non-West New Territories’ residents and those who not go to urban areas 
at least once a week by bus or West Rail 
Second part: General questions about current transportation mode 
Q3 – Q7: To get the general information about the current transportation mode used to 
go to urban areas, like the path, purpose, reasons, destination and fare. 
 
Third part: Characteristics of passenger that use public transports other than West Rail 
Q8 – Q 16: To get information on passengers that does not use West Rail. To know 
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         the reasons for using the existing transportation mode and do not use West 
         Rail. Value of time can be determine by asking them the extra money they 
         are willing to pay for faster West Rail trips. The questionnaire also asks  
         about whether they know West Rail’s one month pass and festival pass. 
Fourth part: Characteristics of passenger that use West Rail 
Q17 – Q25: To know the reasons of choosing West Rail as their transportation mode.  
          Their willingness to pay and value of time for West Rail passengers, to  
identify the price of West Rail one-month pass and one-day pass, and the  
promotions that attract them to continue to travel by West Rail. 
Fifth part: Government policy 
Q26: To know the comments of passengers on Government policy toward public 
transport. 
Sixth part: Demographic of passengers 
Q27 – Q34: To get passengers’ demographic information like age, sex, household  
          income, education level, household size, occupation etc. 
Seven-point Likert-style rating scale was used in the questions that need the 
interviewees to give a rating. The questionnaire is included in the Appendix 4. 
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4.4  Logistics 
Before the interview, a pilot test of the questionnaire was conducted in order 
to examine the validity and to ensure the reliability. Then, a total 14 days were used to 
collect the questionnaires. A total 122 questionnaires were being collected and 11 
questionnaires were not completed. So the response rate was about 90%. 
Questionnaires of bus passengers were collected in the bus stops in West New 
Territories like Tuen Mun Town Center Bus Terminus, Yuen Long Town Center bus 
stop, and Tin Yiu Bus Terminus, etc. For West Rail passengers, some of them were 
interviewed in the West Rail stations in West New Territories. Other questionnaires of 
West Rail passengers were collected by interviewing passengers during their trip 
inside the West Rail. 
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Chapter 5 ‧ Result 
 
 
 
 
Among the 133 respondents, 122 of them completed the questionnaire. The 
other 11 respondents could not complete the questionnaire because of the time 
constraint. For the 122 questionnaires completed, the general characteristics and the 
results of the research are summarizing below in Table 5.1.1 and Table 5.1.2. 
 
5.1 Sample Characteristics 
To begin with, several demographic characteristics of the respondents are 
described. The distribution of gender between male and female respondents is almost 
equal. Among the 122 respondents, 58 of them (47.5%) are male and 64 of them 
(52.5%) are female. 
For the age distribution, all the respondents are divided into three groups 
include young people group, middle age people group and high age people group. The 
group that has the highest number of respondent is the middle age people group (age 
below 25). It has 59 interviewees, which account for almost half of the total 
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interviewee. On the other hand, there are only 33 respondents in the young people 
group (age between 25 and 40) and 30 respondents in the high age people group (age 
above 40), which only account for about 27% and 24% respectively. The youngest 
respondent is 13 years old and the oldest is 57 years old. The mean age of respondent 
is about 33 years old.  
For marital status, Among the 122 respondents, 69 of them (57%) are single 
while 53 of them (43%) are married.  
For the education level, 11 people (9%) have an education level of primary 
school or lower. Twenty-seven people (22.1%) have an education level of Form 1 to 
Form 5. Twenty respondents have an education level of Form 6 to Form 7. 
Twenty-one people have an education level of diploma or associate degree. 
Forty-three respondents (35.2%), which are the largest group of people, have an 
education level of university or above. 
The household income in West New Territories is not as high as in urban 
areas. But it is surprising that the household income of respondents is not as low as 
we expected. Twenty-seven people (22.1%) have a household income below $15000. 
Fifty-four people’s (44.3%) household income is between $15000 and $29999. 
Thirty-six people’s (29.5%) household income is between $30000 and $59999.Only 
two people’s (1.6%) household income is between $60000 and $119999 and $120000 
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or above respectively.  
As there are some problems in the process of data collection, the difference 
in the number of West Rail traveler respondents and bus traveler respondents is quite 
large. Forty-five (36.9%) of them are West Rail passengers and 77 (63.1%) of them 
are bus passengers. 
The place of residence of respondents is quite varied. So we group it into 
three districts, which are Tuen Mun, Yuen Long and Tin Shui Wai. Respondents who 
live in Tuen Mun account for the largest proportion of the total respondents. It has 58 
people or nearly half of the total (48%). There are equal numbers of respondents who 
live in Yuen Long and Tin Shui Wai, with 32 respondents or 52% of the total 
respondents. Among the thirty-two Yuen Long District respondents, the largest 
proportion or 14 people live in Yuen Long Town Centre. Among the 32 Tin Shui Wai 
District respondents, the largest proportion or 16 people live in Tin Shui Wai North. 
Among the 58 Tuen Mun District respondents, the largest proportion or 13 people live 
in Tuen Mun Town Centre. 
The number of trips passengers make to urban area weekly is quite diverse. 
Largest group of passengers (39 passengers, 32%) go to urban area 6 times a week. 
Twenty-two passengers (18%) go to urban area 7 times or more a week. On the other 
hand, only 6 (4.9%) and 7 passengers (5.7%) go to urban area 3 and 4 times a week 
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respectively. 
For the destinations of the respondents, 30 passengers (24.6%) go to Tau 
Tsim Mong District. Respondents that go to Central and Western District account for 
12.3% (15 respondents) of the total. On the other hand, only 1 passenger (0.8%) goes 
to Islands District, Southern District and Sai Kung District respectively. 
For the trip purpose, 86 respondents say that their main trip purpose is work 
trip. It accounts for 70.5% of the total respondents. Recreation trip and school trip 
account for 21.3% and 8.2% of the total trip respectively. 
Among the 122 respondents, only 90 respondents answered the question of 
total journey fare. The minimum fare is $6.9 and the maximum fare is about $30. The 
mean fare is $14.567. Quite a lot of respondents claim that they are using West Rail 
one-month pass and festival pass and so cannot determine the single journey fare. 
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Table 5.1.1: Demographics of respondents 
 
Gender Frequency Percentage 
Male 58 47.5 
Female 64 52.5 
 
Age Frequency Percentage 
Young people (Below 25 years old) 33 27 
Middle age people (Between 25 and 40 years old) 59 48.4 
High age people (Above 40) 30 24.6 
 
Minimum age 13 
Maximum age 57 
Mean age 32.91 
 
Marital status Frequency Percentage 
Single (Include divorce and separate) 69 56.6 
Married 53 43.4 
 
Education level Frequency Percentage 
Primary school or below 11 9 
Form 1 – Form 5 27 22.1 
Form 6 – Form 7 20 16.4 
Diploma / Associate Degree 21 17.2 
University or above 43 35.2 
 
Household income Frequency Percentage 
Below $15000 27 22.1 
$15000 - $29999 54 44.3 
$30000 - $59999 36 29.5 
$60000 - $119999 2 1.6 
$120000 or above 2 1.6 
___________________________________________________________ 
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Table 5.1.2 General characteristics of respondents 
 
Transportation mode Frequency Percentage 
West Rail 45 36.9 
Bus 77 63.1 
 
Place of living  Frequency Percentage 
Yuen Long  32  26.2 
 Kam Tin 6  4.9 
 Yuen Long Town Centre 14  11.5 
 Long Ping 4  3.3 
 Yuen Long (Others) 8  6.6 
Tin Shui Wai  32  26.2 
 Tin Shui Wai South 11  9 
 Tin Shui Wai North 16  13.1 
 Hung Shui Kiu 5  4.1 
Tuen Mun   58  47.5 
 Siu Hong 7  5.7 
 Leung King / Tin King District 10  8.2 
 Tai Hing / Shan King District 7  5.7 
 Tuen Mun Town Centre 13  10.7 
 Tuen Mun Ferry Pier 8  6.6 
  Yau Oi / On Thig District 6  4.9 
 Hung Kui / Primeview Garden District 6  4.9 
 Tuen Mun (Others) 1  0.8 
 
Number of trip that go to urban per week Frequency Percentage 
1 times per week 16  13.1 
2 times per week 13  10.7 
3 times per week 6  4.9 
4 times per week 7  5.7 
5 times per week 19  15.6 
6 times per week 39  32 
7 times or above  22  18 
___________________________________________________________ 
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Table 5.1.2 (continues) General characteristics of respondents 
 
Most frequent destinations Frequency Percentage 
Hong Kong Island 32  26.2 
 Central and Western District 15  12.3 
 Wan Chai District 10  8.2 
 Eastern District 6  4.9 
 Southern District 1  0.8 
West Kowloon 61  50 
 Tsuen Wan District 13  10.7 
 Kwai Tsing District 11  9 
 Sham Shui Po District 7  5.7 
 Yau Tsim Mong District 30  24.6 
East Kowloon  28  23 
 Kowloon City District 9  7.4 
 Wong Tai Sin district 10  8.2 
 Kwun Tong District 8  6.6 
 Sai Kung District 1  0.8 
Lantau   1  0.8 
 Islands District 1  0.8 
 
Purpose of trip Frequency Percentage 
Work Trip   86  70.5 
School Trip   10  8.2 
Recreation Trip 26  21.3 
 
Total Journey fare 
Minimum fare  $6.9 
Maximum fare $30 
Mean fare   $14.567 
___________________________________________________________ 
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5.2. Research Questions 
The study has five research propositions and we will discuss them in the 
following part. 
Proposition 1: People do not travel by West Rail mainly because of the need for 
interchanging with other public transport to get to the destination 
Descriptive statistics is used to determine the reasons for bus passengers not 
choosing to travel on West Rail. Question 8 of the questionnaire asks the bus 
passengers to give marks for each of the reasons. Those statements are measured in 
7-point Likert scale in which 1 means “Strongly disagree, 4 means Neutral and 7 
means “Strongly agree”. The mean score of all the reasons are being compared to see 
if the need of interchanging with other public transport is the most important reason of 
not traveling West Rail. 
Table 5.2.1 indicates that the results support the proposition. The reason of 
too many times of interchanging with other transportation is the major reason of not 
choosing West Rail. It gets a score of 5.86, which is the highest among all the other 
reasons. They strongly agree that the need for interchanging with other transports 
discourage them to travel West Rail. The mean ratings of the reason of inconvenient 
stations and expensive fare are 5.73 and 5.48 respectively. They are also important 
reasons for bus passengers not to travel on West Rail. The unsafe trip rates the lowest 
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among all the reasons. The rating of lacking in promotion and not trustworthy are also 
low when compared with other reasons.  
Therefore, the results conclude that the proposition of people not traveling 
by West Rail is mainly because of the need for interchanging with other public 
transport to get to the destination is correct.  
 
Table 5.2.1  Reasons of bus passengers not choosing to travel on WR 
  Mean 
reason of not choosing WR – too many times of interchanging with other transportation 5.86 
reason of not choosing WR - stations are not convenient 5.73 
reason of not choosing WR – expensive 5.48 
reason of not choosing WR – slow 4.71 
reason of not choosing WR - not enough feeder service 4.04 
reason of not choosing WR - own preference 4.04 
reason of not choosing WR – uncomfortable 3.62 
reason of not choosing WR - not trustworthy 3.21 
reason of not choosing WR - lack of promotion 3.01 
reason of not choosing WR - not safe 2.78 
 
Proposition 2: Except directly lowering the fare, improve its feeder service is the most 
effective way to attract bus passenger to go to urban areas to take West Rail  
Question 11 of the questionnaire listed 8 measures for respondents to 
choose the top 3 measure, but only 4 measures is being chosen by respondents to be 
the top measure. From Table 5.2.2, fare concession is the top measure that can attract 
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passengers. Over 50% of respondents (31 respondents) choose this measure as their 
first priority. There are 14 people (23.7%) choosing the increase of feeder service in 
West New Territories as their number 1 measure. Eight people (13.6%) indicate that 
enhancing feeder service in Kowloon is their number 2 measure. Even if we add up 
the percentage of the latest 2 measures above, it only have 37.3% people think that 
enhancing the feeder service is the number 1 measure. When compare with the top 
measures, the difference in the percentage is still quite large. It seems that the result 
does not justify with our hypothesis by just revealing the top measure. 
 
Table 5.2.2  No. 1 measure for attracting bus passenger to take WR 
  Frequency Valid Percent 
increase fare concession 31 52.5 
increase interchange concession 6 10.2 
Enhance feeder service in West New Territories 14 23.7 
Enhance feeder service in Kowloon 8 13.6 
Total 59 100.0 
 
For the number 2 measure, the situation is quite different as we can see in 
Table 5.2.3. The most frequently chosen measure by bus passengers to take West Rail 
is to increase interchange concession. Nineteen people (36.5%) chose this as the 
number 2 measure. Fifteen people chose the enhancement of feeder service in West 
New Territories as their number 2 measure. Ten people (19.2%) choose the 
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enhancement of feeder service in Kowloon as their number 2 measure. When we add 
up the percentage of the 2 measures of enhancement of feeder service, the percentage 
will become higher than increasing interchange concession. So it can still conclude 
that the number 2 measure for attracting bus passengers to travel by West Rail is to 
enhance the feeder service. 
 
Table 5.2.3  No. 2 measures for attracting bus passenger to take WR 
  Frequency Valid Percent 
increase interchange concession 19 36.5 
enhance feeder service in Kowloon 15 28.8 
enhance feeder service in West New Territories 10 19.2 
increase fare concession 5 9.6 
enhance customer service 2 3.8 
enhance train service 1 1.9 
Total 52 100.0 
 
Proposition 3: People travel West Rail mainly because of the speed and discount 
We use the descriptive statistics to determine why passenger chooses to 
travel on West Rail. We compare the mean score of all the reasons to see if the speed 
and discount are the most important reasons. 
Table 5.2.4 shows all the reasons and their mean scores. The mean score of 
the top seven measures is very near. The different between their mean is less than 0.2. 
The one that get the highest mean is speed (5.58). The second reason is convenient 
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(5.56). Cheap fare and concession get the same mean (5.53). Comfortable, trustworthy 
and safe get the mean of 5.51, 5.47 and 5.4 respectively. So we can conclude that the 
proposition 3 of people travel by West Rail mainly because of the speed and discount. 
In addition, convenience, comfort, and trustworthy are also the main reasons for 
people to travel West Rail. But on the other hand, similar to Proposition 2, promotion 
and promotion activities score the lowest among the 12 reasons.  
 
Table 5.2.4  Reason for passengers to travel by West Rail 
  Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
reason for traveling WR - speed 3 7 5.58 1.177 
reason for traveling WR - convenience 3 7 5.56 1.078 
reason for traveling WR - cheap 1 7 5.53 1.424 
reason for traveling WR - concession 2 7 5.53 1.160 
reason for traveling WR – comfort 4 7 5.51 .695 
reason for traveling WR - trustworthy 3 7 5.47 .815 
reason for traveling WR - safe 4 7 5.40 .654 
reason for traveling WR - own preference 3 7 4.59 .897 
reason for traveling WR - less interchange 1 7 4.20 1.517 
reason for traveling WR - no choice 1 7 4.07 1.421 
reason for traveling WR - promotion 1 6 2.96 1.043 
reason for traveling WR - promotion activities 1 5 2.49 .968 
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Proposition 4: White-collar, young, highly educated and high household income 
people are more willing to travel West Rail 
Crosstabulation is used to determine if there is any relationship between the 
willingness of traveling West Rail and the demographic factor. Table 5.2.5 shows the 
comparison of different occupations of the West Rail and bus passenger. It shows that 
occupations do not have a significant impact on the traveling pattern. The Pearson chi 
Square test shows the p-value is 0.944. It means that there is no significant 
relationship between occupations and traveling pattern. 
 
Table 5.2.5 Crosstabulation of occupation and transportation mode 
 Occupation Transportation mode Total  
  West Rail Bus  Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)  
White collar 38.6% 61.4% 100.0% 
Blue collar 37.5% 62.5% 100.0% 
Student or housewife 34.8% 65.2% 100.0% 
Total 37.8% 62.2% 100.0% 
0.944 
 
Table 5.2.6 shows the comparison of the age groups for the West Rail and 
bus passengers. Age does not have a significant impact on the traveling pattern. Table 
5.2.7 shows the comparison of the education levels for the West Rail and bus 
passengers. For the Chi-square test, the p-value is 0.304. Thus, we cannot say that it 
has a significant relationship.  
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Table 5.2.6 Crosstabulation of age and transportation mode 
Age Transportation mode Total  
  West Rail Bus   Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Young people below 25 36.4% 63.6% 100.0% 
Middle age between 25-40 33.9% 66.1% 100.0% 
High age people above 41 43.3% 56.7% 100.0% 
Total 36.9% 63.1% 100.0% 
0.682 
 
Table 5.2.7 Crosstabulation of education level and transportation mode 
Education level Transportation mode Total  
  West Rail Bus  Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Form 5 or below 31.6% 68.4% 100.0% 
Form 7, diploma and associate degree 46.3% 53.7% 100.0% 
University or above 32.6% 67.4% 100.0% 
Total 36.9% 63.1% 100.0% 
0.304 
 
Table 5.2.8 shows the comparison of the household income for the West 
Rail and bus passengers. From the Chi-square test, the p-value is 0.078. It shows that 
there is some relationship between it. The low income group is more willing to travel 
West Rail. The percentage of people to travel West Rail is 51.9%, or 14.7% higher 
than the mean. On the other hand, the high income group is more willing to travel by 
bus. The percentage of people to travel by bus is 75%, or 12.2% higher than the mean. 
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Table 5.2.8 Crosstabulation of household income and transportation mode 
Household income Transportation mode Total  
  West Rail Bus  Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
Below $15,000 51.9% 48.1% 100.0% 
Between $15,000 - $29,999 38.9% 61.1% 100.0% 
$30,000 or above 25.0% 75.0% 100.0% 
Total 37.2% 62.8% 100.0% 
0.078 
 
To conclude, all the results of the proposition four are either insignificant or show 
opposite relations. So the propositions that white-collar, young, highly educated and 
high household income people are more willing to travel West Rail are not support. 
 
Proposition 5: The Government “railway first” policy cause passengers shift from bus 
to West Rail 
The questionnaire contains three statements of Government policy and the 
deterioration of bus service on a 7-point Likert scale. Two of them are related to the 
Proposition 5, which is “Government “railway first” policy lead to deteriorate of bus 
service” and “Deterioration of bus service increase the interest of taking WR”.  
From table 5.2.9, the mean of the statement of Government “railway first” 
policy and increasing the interest of taking WR is 3.38. The mean of the statement of 
deterioration of bus service increase the interest of taking West Rail is 3.3. It shows 
that most passengers are slightly disagreeing with the statements. So the result seems 
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have little support for Proposition 5 
 
Table 5.2.9 Descriptive statistics for 2 statements about Government policy 
  Mean Std. Deviation 
Government "railway first" policy lead to deteriorate of bus service 3.38 1.820 
Deterioration of bus service increase the interest of taking WR 3.30 1.636 
 
5.3 Other Findings 
Table 5.3.1 shows different kinds of fare concession that can mostly attract 
bus passengers to travel by West Rail. Re-launch of the second 10% off discount is 
the most popular measure. Over half of the people (51.2%) think that it can mostly 
attract them to take West Rail. Twenty-two percent of people think the student/adult 
monthly/weekly/day pass can attract them to take West Rail. 
 
Table 5.3.1 Fare concession that can attract bus passenger to take WR 
  Frequency Valid Percent 
Re-launch the second 10% off discount 21 51.2 
Student/adult month/week/day pass 9 22.0 
lower the price of monthly pass 7 17.1 
buy 8 get 1 free / 20% off of return trip 3 7.3 
Family month/week/day pass 1 2.4 
Total 41 100.0 
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Bus passengers were asked about whether they knew the West Rail one 
month pass and whether they would use one month pass when they knew it. From 
Table 5.3.2, among all the bus passengers that do not know about one day pass, 74.1% 
people will not use it even when they know about it. Only 25.9% people will use it 
when they know about it.  
 
Table 5.3.2 Crosstabulation between knowing of one day pass and will passenger 
travel WR when know one day pass 
Know WR one day pass or not Will passenger travel WR when they know one day pass Total  
 Will not use one day pass Will use one day pass   Asymp. Sig. 
Don't know one day pass 74.1% 25.9% 100.0% 
Know one day pass 100.0% .0% 100.0% 
Total 76.7% 23.3% 100.0% 
0.314 
 
For West Rail one month pass, the situation is even worse than one month 
pass. No people who do not know one month pass before will use it even when they 
know it. In addition, only very few people do not know one month pass. 
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Table 5.3.3 Crosstabulation between knowing West Rail one month pass and will 
passenger travel WR when they know the one month pass 
Know WR one month pass or not Will passenger travel WR when they know the one month pass Total 
 not use one month pass when know  
Don't know one month pass 100.0% 100.0%
Know one month pass 100.0% 100.0%
Total 100.0% 100.0%
 
For the reasons that why bus passengers don’t use one day / one month pass, 
most of the people (35.5%) think that the location of stations is the main reason. They 
think that West Rail stations are not convenient for them. The need of interchange 
with other public transport is also an important reason. Twenty people (32.3%) think 
that it cause them not to travel by West Rail. 
 
Table 5.3.4 Reasons why people do not use one month / one day pass 
  Frequency Valid Percent 
Station not convenient 22 35.5 
too many interchange 20 32.3 
expensive 12 19.4 
slow 6 9.7 
uncomfortable 1 1.6 
own preference 1 1.6 
Total 62 100.0 
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Among all the 45 West Rail passengers, only seven people are using $20 
one day pass. So when the one day pass increase the price to $23, all of them said that 
they will still use it. But when the price increased to $26, only 6 of them think that 
they will still buy the one day pass. When the price increased to $29, only three of 
them will still buy the one day pass.  
 
Table 5.3.5 Willing to buy $23 / $26 / $29 one day pass or not 
  Frequency Valid Percent 
Buy $23 one day pass 7 100.0 
Buy $26 one day pass 6 85.7 
Buy $29 one day pass 3 42.9 
Don't buy $29 one day pass 4 57.1 
Don't buy $26 one day pass 1 14.3 
 
Among the 45 West Rail passengers, 31 of them are using $300 / $400 one 
month pass. If the one month pass cost $350, most of the respondents (87.1%) will 
still buy the one month pass. However, when the one-month pass costs $400, the 
percentage of people that will buy one month pass drops to 58.1%. If the one month 
pass cost $450 and $500, the percentage drops to below 6% only. 
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Table 5.3.6 Willing to buy $350 / $400 / $450 / $500 one month pass or not 
  Frequency Valid Percent 
Not willing to buy $500 one month pass 30 24.6 
Not willing to buy $450 one month pass 24 19.7 
Not willing to buy $400 one month pass 13 41.9 
Not willing to buy $350 one month pass 4 12.9 
Willing to buy $350 one month pass 27 87.1 
Willing to buy $400 one month pass 18 58.1 
Willing to buy $450 one month pass 7 5.7 
Willing to buy $500 one month pass 1 .8 
 
Passengers that willing to take West Rail by giving the single journey fare is 
asked for their preference when the single journey fare is increase. From table 5.3.7, 
we can see that if the fare increase $2 more, passengers is still willing to take West 
Rail. The mean score of less than 3.75 means that passengers are still have a tendency 
to take West Rail. But when the fare is increased $3 or more, passengers are not 
willing to take West Rail. The mean score are more than 5.25 means that they have a 
tendency of not taking West Rail. 
 
Table 5.3.7 Willing to take West Rail or not when the single journey fare increase 
  Mean 
willing to take WR or not when $1 more 2.67 
willing to take WR or not when $2 more 3.75 
willing to take WR or not when $3 more 5.25 
willing to take WR or not when $4 more 6.29 
willing to take WR or not when $5 more 6.71 
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We separate the value of time of bus passenger into two groups. The value 
of time of bus passenger when the total journey time of WR is slower than bus is 
0.6131. It means that if the journey of West Rail is slower than bus for 1 minute, the 
fare decrease for attracting bus passengers to travel by West Rail is $0.6131 per 
minute. The value of time of bus passenger when the total journey time of WR is 
slower than bus is 0.0846. It means that if the journey of West Rail is faster than bus 
for 1 minute, the willingness to pay is $0.0846 per minutes. When compare with 
residents in Ma On Shan whose average value of time is $0.16 per minute for a faster 
trip (成報 2004), the value of time for residents is quite low in West New Territories. 
 
Table 5.3.8 Value of time for bus passengers 
  Minimum Maximum Mean
Value of time of bus passenger when total journey time of WR is slower than bus .02 2.52 .6131
Value of time of bus passenger when total journey time of WR is faster than bus .01 .20 .0846
 
5.4 Analysis of Segmentation 
We will use the following method to segment the respondents 
1. Home location (Distance from West Rail stations) 
2. Home location (Districts of West New Territories) 
3. Age 
4. Trip purpose 
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1. Segment by home location (distance from West Rail stations) 
We segment those respondents into two groups according to the home 
location, that is live near to West Rail station and live far away from West Rail station. 
Places that near to the West Rail station include Tuen Mun Town centre, Siu Hong, 
Tin Shui Wai South and Long Ping. Other locations like Tuen Mun Ferry Pier and 
Yuen Long Town Centre are counted as far away from West Rail station. 
Table 5.4.1 shows the crosstabulation between household income and place 
of living. The household income of people who live near to West Rail stations is 
lower than people who live far away from West Rail stations. There are 31.4% of 
people who live near to West Rail stations are in low income group. On the other 
hand, there are only 18.6% of people who live far away from West Rail stations are in 
low income group. Although it is not significant, the result is still support for the 
difference in the income between two groups. 
 
Table 5.4.1 Crosstabulation between household income and place of living  
 Where the interviewee live Household income Total  
  Below $15000
Between $15000 - 
$29999 $30000 or above  Asymp. Sig. 
Live near west rail station 31.4% 34.3% 34.3% 100.0% 
Live far away west rail station 18.6% 48.8% 32.6% 100.0% 
Total 22.3% 44.6% 33.1% 100.0% 
0.219
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Then crosstabulation is used to see if there are any significant different 
between the home location which grouped by distance and using one day pass or not. 
Table 5.4.2 shows that 46.2% of people use one day pass when respondents live near 
West Rail station. However, for respondents live far away from stations, only 3.1% of 
passengers use one day pass. It shows that passengers live near to West Rail stations 
are more willing to buy one day pass than passengers live far away from stations. The 
result of the difference between two groups is significant. 
 
Table 5.4.2 Crosstabulation between the place of living and use of one day pass  
 Where the interviewee live Use one day pass or not Total  
  don't use day pass Use day pass  Asymp. Sig. 
Live near west rail station 53.8% 46.2% 100.0% 
Live far away from west rail station 96.9% 3.1% 100.0% 
Total 84.4% 15.6% 100.0% 
0.000 
 
One-way ANOVA is used to see if there is any different for the reasons of 
not choosing to travel West Rail with the place of living. Table 5.4.3 shows that bus 
passengers who live near to West Rail stations are less agree with inconvenient 
stations whereas bus passengers live far away from West Rail stations are more agree. 
On the other hand, although both group are not agree with the reason of unsafe, bus 
passengers who live near to West Rail stations give relatively lower score to this 
reason whereas passengers live far away from West Rail stations give higher score. 
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Table 5.4.3 ANOVA between place of living and reasons of not choosing WR 
    Mean F Sig.
Reason of not choosing WR - stations are not convenient Live near west rail station 5.14 6.087 .016
  Live far away west rail station 5.96    
Reason of not choosing WR - slow Live near west rail station 4.32 1.939 .168
  Live far away west rail station 4.87    
Reason of not choosing WR - not safe Live near west rail station 2.27 6.487 .013
  Live far away west rail station 2.98    
Reason of not choosing WR - not trustworthy Live near west rail station 2.86 2.763 .101
  Live far away west rail station 3.35    
Reason of not choosing WR - not enough feeder service Live near west rail station 3.59 2.407 .125
  Live far away west rail station 4.22    
 
2. Segment by home location (District of West New Territories) 
In this part, respondents are segmented into three groups according to 
different district in the West New territories. Yuen Long district include Kam Tin, 
Yuen Long (Others), Yuen Long Town centre and Long Ping. Tin Shui Wai district 
include Tin Shui Wai North and South and Hung Shui Kiu. Other place like Siu Lam 
and Tuen Mun (Others) are grouped as Tuen Mun district. 
Table 5.4.4 show the crosstabulation between the place of living which 
grouped by different district in West New Territories of residents and the 
transportation mode. The figure shows that passengers in Tuen Mun district prefer to 
take bus than West Rail. The percentage of passengers choose to take bus is 16% 
more than the other two district. Although the figure is not so significant, it support 
the different in the transportation mode different that bus are much more popular in 
Tuen Mun district than in Yuen Long and Tin Shui Wai District. 
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Table 5.4.4 Crosstabulation between the place of living and transportation mode 
Where the interviewee live Transportation mode Total  
  West Rail Bus  Asymp. Sig. 
Yuen Long 43.8% 56.3% 100.0%
Tin Shui Wai 46.9% 53.1% 100.0%
Tuen Mun 27.6% 72.4% 100.0%
Total 36.9% 63.1% 100.0%
0.124
 
Table 5.4.5 shows that there is a trend that higher percentage of Tuen Mun 
district passengers earn a highest household income than the other two districts. There 
are 41.2% of people have a household income of $30000 or above.  
 
Table 5.4.5 Crosstabulation between household income and place of living  
Where the interviewee live 
Household income Total 
 
  Below $15000
Between $15000 - 
$29999 $30000 or above  Asymp. Sig.
Yuen Long 21.9% 50.0% 28.1% 100.0% 
Tin Shui Wai 25.0% 53.1% 21.9% 100.0% 
Tuen Mun 21.1% 36.8% 42.1% 100.0% 
Total 22.3% 44.6% 33.1% 100.0% 
0.342
 
Crosstabulation is used to see if there are any significant different between 
the home location which grouped by the districts in West New Territories and using 
one day pass or not. From table 5.4.6, we can see that residents in Tin Shui Wai 
District are more likely to use one day pass. The percentage is about 10% more than 
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the mean percentage. On the other hand, residents in Tuen Mun District are less likely 
to use one day pass. It shows a 10% less than the mean. For Yuen Long District, the 
percentage is quite near to the mean. The result shows support but not significant that 
Tin Shui Wai residents are more willing to buy one-day pass than Tuen Mun 
residents. 
 
Table 5.4.6 Crosstabulation between the place of living and use of one day pass  
Where the interviewee live Use one day pass or not Total  
  don't use day pass Use day pass  Asymp. Sig. 
Yuen Long 85.7% 14.3% 100.0% 
Tin Shui Wai 73.3% 26.7% 100.0% 
Tuen Mun 93.8% 6.3% 100.0% 
Total 84.4% 15.6% 100.0% 
0.289
 
Table 5.4.7 shows that passengers in Yuen Long district are more willing to 
use one month pass. There are 91.7% of Yuen Long West Rail passengers using one 
month pass, which is 10% more than the mean. But for Tuen Mun district, the 
situation is quite near to the one-day pass. Only 73.3% passengers use one-month pass. 
So it still support, although not significant, that there are some different for the 
preference of passengers in using one day or one month pass. 
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Table 5.4.7 Crosstabulation of the place of living and use of one month pass 
Where the interviewee live Use one month pass or not Total  
  Don't use one month pass Use one month pass  Asymp. Sig. 
Yuen Long 8.3% 91.7% 100.0% 
Tin Shui Wai 18.2% 81.8% 100.0% 
Tuen Mun 26.7% 73.3% 100.0% 
Total 18.4% 81.6% 100.0% 
0.474 
 
Table 5.4.8 shows that bus passengers in Tuen Mun, Yuen Long and Tin 
Shui Wai also think that inconvenient stations of West Rail are the most important 
reasons of not choosing West Rail. But the significantly high score of passengers in 
Tuen Mun District means that Tuen Mun bus passengers are more agree that 
inconvenient stations are the reasons not choosing to travel West Rail. Also Tuen 
Mun bus passengers give a much higher score on lack of promotion when compare 
with other two districts although they all disagree to this reason. In addition, bus 
passengers in Tuen Mun District give a much higher score on slow when compare 
with other two districts. It means that Tuen Mun bus passengers think that West Rail 
is slow whereas passengers in other two districts do not have large tendency on this 
question. 
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Table 5.4.8 ANOVA between place of living and reasons of not choosing WR 
    Mean F Sig. 
reason of not choosing WR - stations are not convenient Yuen Long 4.78 7.612 .001
 Tin Shui Wai 5.65    
 Tuen Mun 6.17  
reason of not choosing WR - slow Yuen Long 4.11 2.960 .058
  Tin Shui Wai 4.41  
  Tuen Mun 5.10    
reason of not choosing WR - lack of promotion Yuen Long 3.00 3.140 .049
 Tin Shui Wai 2.35    
 Tuen Mun 3.29  
 
3. Segment by age 
We segment those respondents into three age groups, which is young age 
group below 25, middle age group between 25-40 years old and old age group of 
above 40. We can see if there are any different in the transportation habit for different 
age group. 
Table 5.4.9 shows that there are no significant different in household 
income between different age group. But there are a trend that the middle age group 
tends to earn a higher household income than young age group and high age group. 
 
Table 5.4.9 Crosstabulation between household income and age 
age 1 Household income 1 Total  
  Below $15000
Between $15000 - 
$29999 $30000 or above  Asymp. Sig. 
young age between 12-24 31.3% 40.6% 28.1% 100.0% 
middle age between 25-40 13.6% 47.5% 39.0% 100.0% 
high age above 41 30.0% 43.3% 26.7% 100.0% 
Total 22.3% 44.6% 33.1% 100.0% 
0.246
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Crosstabulation is used to see if there are any significant different between 
different age group and using one day pass or not. From table 5.4.10, although the 
result is not significant, but it shows that the young age group is more likely to use the 
one day pass. The percentage of passengers to use one day pass is about 20% higher 
than the mean of three districts. On the other hand, the percentage of the high age 
group is 8% lower than the mean. So the result support that it have certain different on 
buying one day pass between different age group. The younger the passengers, the 
more willing to buy the one day pass. 
 
Table 5.4.10 Crosstabulation between the age and use of one day pass 
age Use one day pass or not Total  
  don't use day pass Use day pass  Asymp. Sig. 
young age between 12-24 66.7% 33.3% 100.0% 
middle age between 25-40 90.0% 10.0% 100.0% 
high age above 41 92.3% 7.7% 100.0% 
Total 84.4% 15.6% 100.0% 
0.137 
 
Table 5.4.11 shows that the middle age group and high age group have a 
high percentage of using one month pass of 94.4% and 91.7%. On the other hand, the 
percentage of young age group is only 37.5%. It have a significant difference that 
passengers in middle and high age group are more willing to buy one month pass, 
while young age people are less willing to buy one month pass. 
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Table 5.4.11 Crosstabulation of the age and use of one month pass 
age Use one month pass or not Total  
  Don't use one month pass Use one month pass  Asymp. Sig.
young age between 12-24 62.5% 37.5% 100.0% 
middle age between 25-40 5.6% 94.4% 100.0% 
high age above 41 8.3% 91.7% 100.0% 
Total 18.4% 81.6%  
0.001 
 
Table 5.4.12 shows that the fare is an important reason of not choosing 
West Rail. From the result, the young age group and high age group also have a 
higher mean score when compare with middle age group. It means that although all 
the 3 group agree expensive is the reason of not choosing West Rail, the middle age 
group is much less agreeing than other two groups. 
 
Table 5.4.12 ANOVA between age and reasons of not choosing WR 
    Mean F Sig.
reason of not choosing WR - fare young age between 12-24 5.95 4.419 .015
 middle age between 25-40 5.00    
 high age above 41 6.00    
reason of not choosing WR - not enough feeder service young age between 12-24 3.52 2.347 .103
  middle age between 25-40 4.05  
  high age above 41 4.65  
 
Table 5.4.13 shows that the only reason that gives a significant result is 
cheap. Although all the three groups agree on cheap is the reason of why they choose 
to travel West Rail, the young age group tends to give a score on cheap as the reason 
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of choosing West Rail much lower than the middle age group and high age group. 
That means young age group is less agree on cheap. Also the significant value of the 
reasons of convenient and trustworthy is also shows a marginally significant result. 
The high age group tends to give a lower score in all these reasons. 
 
Table 5.4.13 ANOVA between age and reasons for choosing WR 
    Mean F Sig. 
reason for traveling WR - convenient young age between 12-24 5.75 2.616 .085
  middle age between 25-40 5.80    
  high age above 41 5.00    
reason for traveling WR - trustworthy young age between 12-24 5.75 2.473 .096
  middle age between 25-40 5.55    
  high age above 41 5.08  
reason for traveling WR - cheap young age between 12-24 4.50 5.337 .009
 middle age between 25-40 5.80  
 high age above 41 6.08    
 
4. Segment by trip purpose 
Table 5.4.14 shows that more passengers for recreation purpose use one day 
pass. On the other hand, passengers for work trip purpose are less likely to use day 
pass. It has a significant difference between two groups. 
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Table 5.4.14 Crosstabulation between purpose of trip and use of one day pass 
Purpose of trip Use one day pass or not Total  
  don't use day pass Use day pass  Asymp. Sig. 
Work trip 97.1% 2.9% 100.0% 
School trip 66.7% 33.3% 100.0% 
recreation trip 28.6% 71.4% 100.0% 
Total 84.4% 15.6% 100.0% 
0.000
 
For the one month pass, Table 5.4.15 shows a contradictory result with the 
one month pass. More passengers for work trip purpose use one month pass. On the 
other hand, none of the passengers for recreation trip use one month pass. It also has a 
significant difference between two groups. 
 
Table 5.4.15 Crosstabulation between purpose of trip and use of one month pass 
Purpose of trip 1 Use one month pass or not Total  
  
Don't use one 
month pass 
Use one 
month pass
 
Asymp. Sig.  
Work trip 11.8% 88.2% 100.0%
School trip 50.0% 50.0% 100.0%
recreation trip 100.0% .0% 100.0%
Total 18.4% 81.6% 100.0%
0.004 
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Chapter 6 ‧ Discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
6.1 Major Findings and Conclusions 
This research mainly shows the different characteristics of passenger that 
lead to a decision of choosing to travel by West Rail or bus. Some characteristics are 
also used to segment those passengers with different transportation habit. 
Inconvenience stations and too many times of interchanging are the most 
important reason why bus passengers in West New Territories do not travel by West 
Rail. On the other hand, people do not think safety is the reason that not choosing 
West Rail.  
Increase in fare concession is the most attractive measure for bus passengers 
to travel by West Rail. Increase the interchange concession and enhancing the feeder 
service in both West New Territories and Kowloon are also important measures for 
attracting passengers. But they think that promotion and promotional activities cannot 
attract them to take West Rail. 
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For passengers that travel by West Rail, there are several reasons that attract 
them to travel by West Rail. The most important reasons are speed and convenience. 
Cheap fare and concession are also the reasons that attract them to travel by West Rail. 
On the other hand, promotion and promotional activities are not the important reasons 
for choosing West Rail. 
For the passengers’ demographics, we notice that the household income 
have a small relationship with the choice of travel. The lower the household income, 
the more willing the household travel West Rail. There is no relationship between the 
education level and the choice of traveling. Occupation and age do not show a 
significantly different on traveling West Rail or bus. 
The home location has an influence on the traveling pattern. If we group all 
the places of living by distance from the West Rail, the household income of people 
who live near West Rail stations is lower than people who live far away from West 
Rail stations. Passengers that live far away from the West Rail stations are not willing 
to buy the one day pass. On the other hand, people live near to West Rail stations are 
more willing to buy the one day pass. Passengers live far away from West Rail 
stations agree that cheap is the reason of choosing West Rail when compare with 
people live near to West Rail stations. 
For the home location grouped by district in West New Territories, 
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passengers in Tuen Mun District are more willing to travel bus than West Rail. They 
are the highest household income group among the three districts. Also they are less 
willing to buy the West Rail one day pass and one month pass. Furthermore they also 
relatively more agree that the inconvenience stations and lack of promotion is the 
reasons of not traveling West Rail when compare with other two districts.  
When we grouped the passengers by age, it shows a result that young age 
people below 25 tend to use one day pass and not use one month pass when compare 
with middle age and high age group. Also the middle age group agrees that relatively 
less expensive fare is the reason for not choosing to travel by West Rail when 
compared with the other 2 income groups. Young age group tends to disagree on 
cheap fare as the reason choosing West Rail when compared with the other two 
income groups. 
When we grouped the passengers by trip purpose, it shows that one month 
pass are more popular among the passengers for work trip purpose. On the other hand, 
one day pass are more popular among the passengers for recreation trip purpose.  
 
6.2 Limitations 
Although this project shows some findings that seems to be useful for 
KCRC to improve West Rail operations, there are some limitations with the research. 
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The first limitation is the sample size. Because of the limit in time and manpower, this 
study has only 122 completed questionnaires. The sample size may be too small to 
find some significant results. Also the sample size of bus passengers and West Rail 
passengers is not evenly distributed. It has 77 questionnaires from bus passengers, but 
only 45 questionnaires from West Rail passengers. The number of West Rail 
passengers’ questionnaires may be too few to generate useful and significant 
information for KCRC. 
Second is the data collection method. Most of the questionnaires are 
collected at particular bus stops, West Rail stations and inside the West Rail trains. 
One cannot stand at every bus stop or every West Rail stations, so it may create some 
bias that some passengers are not reached. Also interviews are only conducted at 
non-peak hours when people will have more time to answer the questionnaires. The 
travelers of peak hours never have a chance to be interviewed. 
Third is the sampling frame. We only interviewed bus and West Rail 
passengers who lived in West New Territories. This research does not cover those 
passengers who are not traveling by bus or West Rail, but choose minibus and taxi. 
Their opinions for West Rail may be important. The opinions of passengers who are 
not live in West New Territories are also not included. 
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6.3 Practical Implication 
The research shows numerous habits and behaviors for passengers. Useful 
information and implication can be found from the results to help KCRC to increase 
the amount of passengers and improve the financial status. 
There are some implications on the product for KCRC. First, for the 
frequent breakdown of West Rail in the past years, many people and newspaper report 
suggested that those accidents reduce passengers’ confidence in West Rail and lead to 
a reduction in passenger amount. But the result of the survey shows that the service 
level of West Rail is not the main reason for passengers not to travel by West Rail. 
Also the rating of the service level of West Rail is quite high among the railway 
respondents. It implies that although the frequent breakdown reduces the confidence 
of passengers in West Rail services, they do not consider it as an important factor 
when they choose their transportation mode. In addition, bus passengers do not think 
that increasing the service level of railway can attract them to take West Rail. From 
the viewpoint of railway passengers, surely West Rail should continue to improve the 
railway service by decreasing the breakdown frequency so that they can enjoy a more 
stable service. Passengers always want a better and stable service. But from West Rail 
point of view, maintaining the current service level is good enough for them and for 
passengers. Passenger amount will not have a large increase even when the service 
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level increases. 
Second is the price. Most of the people think that the fare of West Rail is 
high. But the results show that it is not the main reason discourages them to travel by 
West Rail. If West Rail is convenient for them, they will still choose West Rail even 
the fare is high. However, it is noted that many people who live far away from West 
Rail stations are using West Rail one month pass. It means that even if West Rail is 
not convenient for them, they will still choose West Rail when the fare is attractive. 
From the result, it is suggested that West Rail can continue to issue one month pass as 
it is attractive for passengers, but they can increase the price by $50 to $350 for long 
term user and $400 for normal user as most of the people are still willing to buy one 
month pass at a price of $350. Also, one month pass seems not popular among young 
age group and students when compare with higher age group and work trip passengers. 
It may because they want to choose a cheaper mode of transportation. Also they may 
not be willing to buy $300 one month pass as they have more holiday like Lunar New 
Year and summer holiday. They may stop using it at that time. Later they are not able 
to buy $300 one month pass again and not willing to buy $400 one month pass. So it 
is suggested that KCR should provide a special discount of $350 one month pass in 
every month for students with no other restrictions so that students can have more 
flexibility. For the festival pass, we can note that there is significantly higher number 
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of people using festival pass if they live near West Rail stations. It is not popular 
among the people who live far away from stations. It may be because the festival pass 
can only buy from the customer service centre of West Rail stations. People need to 
take a trip of light rail in order to buy the festival pass, which increase the price to 
about $24 for a festival pass. It is suggested that KCRC can expend their selling point 
of festival pass to convenience stores or light rail stops in order to attract passengers 
far away from West Rail stations. Also the selling price of festival pass can increase 
to $23 as most of current users accept this price to buy a festival pass. In addition, 
KCR can target the promotion of one day pass to young age people or students, as it is 
much popular in this age group. For the single journey fare, most of the West Rail 
passengers who are using or willing to use single journey ticket are willing to accept a 
fare increase of $1-$2. Although increase the fare can increase the revenue, it is 
suggested that West Rail should remain the fare scale in a short period of time. It is 
because many people argue that the cancellation of the 20% discount was 
irresponsible for the poor. It may affect the image of KCRC if the fare increases again 
in a short period of time.  
Third is place. It is inevitable for passengers to interchange with other 
transport to urban areas or most of the residential areas in West New Territories as the 
stations locations are inconvenient. So enhance in feeder service seems to be the best 
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way to increase the coverage and improve the passenger amount. Results show that 
increase in interchange concession and the enhancement of feeder service are two of 
the main measures that can motivate them to travel by West Rail. During the 
interviews, many people complained that the light rail service was inadequate during 
the peak hours, especially in Tin Shui Wai. It is suggested that KCRC can further cut 
down the frequency of long distance routes but to enhance the frequency of short 
distance feeder routes to cope with the demand. Also feeder bus service like route 
K76 can also be more frequent. On the other hand, lacking free feeder service in Kam 
Tin district results in low passenger amount in Kam Sheung Road station. So it is 
suggested that free feeder service should be provided to Kam Tin passengers. For the 
urban areas, it is suggested that KCRC can provide free express feeder service to Yau 
Ma Tei, Jordan as well as East Kowloon like Kwun Tong. These areas are popular 
places for residents for recreation and working purpose, but passengers can only have 
an interchange concession of $1 less for interchange with bus to go to these places in 
a long journey time. It discourages passengers to travel by West Rail. A fast and free 
feeder route is a good method to attract passengers. But sometimes it is difficult to 
open a new feeder route; they can cooperate with other public transport like public 
light bus to open some express route to provide free feeder services. 
Forth is promotion. Although respondents think that promotion is not the 
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main reason for choosing to travel by West Rail, it is important to promote the 
products effectively to attract more customers. Although there are quite a lot of 
promotion in light rail and West Rail stations for the festival pass and one month pass, 
it seems that many residents still do not know about this. It is suggested that KCRC 
can increase the promotion of one month pass and festival pass in light rail stops as 
many people take light rail in West New Territories. Also leaflet is a cheap, efficient 
and effective promotion material. It is suggested that KCRC can distribute the 
promotion leaflet of one month pass and festival pass for every household in West 
New Territories in order to let them know the introduction of the ticket. In addition, 
some respondents have a misunderstanding of festival pass. They think that one can 
only buy the festival pass on Sundays and public holidays. This misunderstanding 
may be caused by the name of festival pass. It is suggested that West Rail can change 
the name of festival pass to one day pass to avoid such situation and attract more 
passengers to use festival pass on weekdays. On the other hand, the “West Rail fun all 
the way” activities seem less attractive when compared with other promotion 
activities like sightseeing bus. It is suggested that KCRC can relaunch the sightseeing 
bus service to attract passengers and cancel the “West Rail all the way” activities to 
reduce cost. For the target group of passengers in promotion, although the value of 
time for bus passengers is low, they are still willing to pay an extra $0.8 per minute 
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for a faster trip. It is unacceptable for giving discount of $0.6 per minute for a slower 
West Rail trip. From the result of value of time, it is suggested that West Rail should 
target at those people who can save time by taking West Rail. KCR should first 
choose some particular places in urban area like Mong Kok and Jordon, and West 
New Territories like Tin Shui Wai South and Yuen Long. Then focus promotion 
should be given to these passengers to let them know that taking West Rail from a 
particular place in West New Territories is the fastest way to go to a particular place 
in urban area.  
Government can also execute some measures to improve the passenger 
amount of West Rail. First Government should accelerate the extension of railway 
network and subsidize the railway construction in Hong Kong if necessary. Originally 
Phrase 2 of the West Rail can be completed much earlier than anticipated including 
Canton Road stations. But the negotiation between the KCRC and the developer break 
down because of the financial problems. It causes the delay of the building of Phrase 
2 and cancellation of the Canton Road station. Canton Road station is located on the 
most crowded area of Tsim Sha Tsui. It is expected to increase the passenger amount 
of West Rail. So it is suggested that Government should intervene in the financial 
problem of subsidizing the construction work of KCRC in order to increase the 
passenger amount. Also the East-Kowloon Line, West and South Island Line and 
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Northern Line are planned to start the construction work earlier. But it is delayed, as 
Government is fear of the passenger amount of these lines. But extending the railway 
network can attract passengers to travel by railway. So it is better for Government to 
accelerate the evaluation of the new lines to accelerate the building new line. 
Government can also increase the promotion of railway. As railway is an 
environmentally friendly public transport, Government can encourage people to make 
more railway trips to reduce the pollution.  
For passengers who need to travel by public transport frequently to go to 
urban areas, different transportation modes are suggested for passengers who live in 
different areas. If we consider about the time factor, passengers who live near to West 
Rail stations like Siu Hong, Tin Shui Wai South, Long Ping and Kam Tin, West Rail 
is a good choice for them to travel to West Kowloon and Hong Kong Island as West 
Rail can save time in most of the situations. For residents in Tin Shui Wai North, 
West Rail does not have much time advantage when compare with bus. For other 
districts, bus is a good choice for them as it can save time. But for all West New 
Territories passengers who go to East Kowloon like Wong Tai Sin and Kwun Tong, 
taking bus can save time in most of the situation. If we consider the monetary factor, 
it is suggested that Tuen Mun District residents should use bus to go to urban areas as 
the difference of the fare between West Rail and bus is much larger than in Yuen 
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Long and Tin Shui Wai. But passengers in Tuen Mun district can also save money by 
traveling West Rail to West Kowloon and Hong Kong Island frequently when they 
buy the one month pass and one day pass. For residents in Tin Shui Wai and Yuen 
Long District, West Rail one month pass and one day pass is a good choice for them 
to save much money when they need to travel to urban areas frequently.  
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Appendix 1: The path availability, the total fare and the approximate traveling 
time of nine different places in West New Territories to urban areas (up to 
5/4/2005) (KMB website 2004) (KCRC web) (CTB web) 
a) Tuen Mun Ferry Pier
To/From Tuen Mun Ferry Pier ~ Fare # Time * 
1. KCRB 506 Æ WR (Tuen Mun Æ Tsuen Wan West) 
Æ GMB 95K 
$11.3 45 mins Tsuen Wan 
Town Centre 
2. KMB 59M $6.9 32 mins 
1. KCRB 506 Æ WR (Tuen Mun Æ Mei Foo) Æ 
MTR (Mei Foo Æ Mong Kok) 
$19.1 60 mins 
2. KCRB 506 Æ WR (Tuen Mun Æ Nam Cheong) Æ 
NWFB 701 
$14.4 70 mins 
3. KMB 59X $10.7 55 mins 
Monk Kok 
4. KMB 59M Æ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Mong Kok) $13.7 55 mins 
1. KCRB 506 Æ WR (Tuen Mun Æ Mei Foo) Æ 
MTR (Mei Foo Æ Tsim Sha Tsui) 
$20.3 66 mins 
2. KCRB 506 Æ WR (Tuen Mun Æ Nam Cheong) Æ 
KCRB K16 
$14.4 70 mins 
3. KMB 59MÆ MTR (Tsuen WanÆTsim Sha Tsui) $15.1 60 mins 
Tsim Sha 
Tsui 
4. KMB 259B (Morning peak hours only) $12 65 mins 
1. KCRB 506 Æ WR (Tuen Mun Æ Mei Foo) Æ 
MTR (Mei Foo Æ Kowloon Tong) 
$19.1 62 mins 
2. KCRB 506 Æ WR (Tuen Mun Æ Nam Cheong) Æ 
GMB 10M 
$18.2 70 mins 
3. KMB 59MÆMTR(Tsuen WanÆKowloon Tong) $13.7 58 mins 
Kowloon 
Tong 
4. KMB 59X Æ MTR (Prince Edward Æ  Kowloon 
Tong) 
$14.5 60 mins 
1. KCRB 506Æ WR (Tuen Mun Æ Mei Foo) Æ 
MTR (Mei Foo Æ Kwun Tong) 
$21.7 75 mins 
2. KMB 59M Æ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong) $15.1 70 mins 
3. KMB 59M Æ RMB (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong) $17.9 55 mins 
4. KMB 59XÆMTR(Prince EdwardÆKwun Tong) $17.5 70 mins 
Kwun Tong 
5. KMB 259D $14.5 70 mins 
1. KCRB 506ÆWR (Tuen MunÆNam Cheong) Æ 
MTR (Nam Cheong Æ Hong Kong) 
$24.4 60 mins 
2. KMB 59M Æ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Hong Kong) $18.7 55 mins 
Central 
3. CTB 962 / 962A / 962P / 962X  $16.4 40-50mins @
1. KCRB 506ÆWR (Tuen MunÆNam Cheong) Æ 
MTR (Nam Cheong Æ Causeway Bay) 
$24.4 70 mins 
2. KMB 59MÆ MTR(Tsuen WanÆCauseway Bay) $18.7 70 mins 
Causeway 
Bay 
3. CTB 962 / 962P $16.4 60-70mins @
1. KCRB 506ÆWR (Tuen MunÆNam Cheong) Æ 
MTR (Nam Cheong ÆTai Koo) 
$26.2 80 mins 
2. KMB 59MÆ MTR(Tsuen WanÆTai Koo) $18.7 80 mins 
Tai Koo 
3.CTB 962/962PÆMTR(CentralÆTai Koo) $22 70 mins 
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b) Tuen Mun Town Centre 
To/From Tuen Mun Town Centre ~ Fare # Time * 
1. WR (Tuen Mun ÆTsuen Wan West)ÆGMB 95K $11.3 40 mins Tsuen Wan 
Town Centre 2. KMB 58M / 60M $6.9 27-32mins@ 
1. WR(Tuen Mun Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Mong Kok) 
$19.1 50 mins 
2. WR (Tuen Mun Æ Nam Cheong) Æ NWFB 701 $14.4 60 mins 
3. KMB 58X / 60X $10.7 50 -55mins@
Monk Kok 
4. KMB 58M / KMB 60MÆ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ 
Mong Kok) 
$13.7 48-52 mins@
1. WR (Tuen Mun Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Tsim Sha Tsui) 
$20.3 50 mins 
2. WR (Tuen Mun Æ Nam Cheong) Æ KCRB K16 $14.4 60 mins 
3. KMB 58M / 60M Æ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Tsim Sha 
Tsui) 
$16 60-65mins @
4. KMB 260X $13 35 mins 
Tsim Sha 
Tsui 
5. KMB 260B (Morning peak hours only) $12 60 mins 
1. WR (Tuen Mun Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Kowloon Tong) 
$19.1 55 mins 
2. WR (Tuen Mun Æ Nam Cheong) Æ GMB 10M $18.2 62 mins 
3. KMB 58M / 60MÆMTR(Tsuen WanÆKowloon 
Tong) 
$13.7 55-60 mins@
Kowloon 
Tong 
4. KMB 58X / 60X Æ MTR (Prince Edward Æ  
Kowloon Tong) 
$14.5 55-60 mins@
1. WR (Tuen Mun Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo 
Æ Kwun Tong) 
$21.7 68 mins 
2. KMB 60M/58MÆMTR (Tsuen WanÆKwun Tong) $15.1 65-70 mins@
3. KMB 60M/58MÆRMB(Tsuen WanÆKwun Tong) $17.9 55-60 mins@
4. KMB 58X / 60X Æ MTR (Prince EdwardÆKwun 
Tong) 
$17.5 65-70 mins@
Kwun Tong 
5. KMB 259D / 62X $14.5 55-60mins @
1. WR (Tuen MunÆNam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Hong Kong) 
$24.4 50 mins 
2. KMB 58M/60MÆMTR (Tsuen WanÆHong Kong) $18.7 50-55 mins 
Central 
3. KMB 960 / 961 $16.4 40-45 mins 
1. WR (Tuen MunÆNam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Causeway Bay) 
$24.4 60 mins 
2. KMB 60MÆ MTR(Tsuen WanÆCauseway Bay) $18.7 65 mins 
Causeway 
Bay 
3. CTB 960 Æ Tram $18.4 60 mins 
1. WR (Tuen MunÆNam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Tai Koo) 
$26.2 70 mins 
2. KMB 58M / 60MÆ MTR(Tsuen Wan Æ Tai Koo) $18.7 70-75 mins@
Tai Koo 
3.CTB 960 /961 Æ MTR (Central ÆTai Koo) $22 60-65 mins@
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c) Tuen Mun (Leung King)
To/From Leung King ~ Fare # Time * 
1. LRT 505/615/615P Æ WR (Siu Hong Æ Tsuen 
Wan West) Æ GMB 95K 
$11.3 40 mins Tsuen Wan 
Town Centre 
2. KMB 58M $7.8 40 mins 
1. LRT 505/615/615P Æ WR (Siu Hong Æ Mei Foo) 
Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ Mong Kok) 
$19.1 50 mins 
2. LRT 505/615/615P Æ WR (Siu Hong Æ Nam 
Cheong) Æ NWFB 701 
$14.4 55 mins 
3. KMB 58X $10.7 60 mins 
Monk Kok 
4. KMB 58M Æ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Mong Kok) $14.6 60 mins 
1. LRT 505/615/615P Æ WR (Siu Hong Æ Mei Foo) 
Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ Tsim Sha Tsui) 
$20.3 55 mins 
2. LRT 505/615/615P Æ WR (Siu Hong Æ Nam 
Cheong) Æ KCRB K16 
$14.4 60 mins 
3. KMB 58MÆMTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Tsim Sha Tsui) $16 60 mins 
Tsim Sha 
Tsui 
4. KMB 260X $13 45 mins 
1. LRT 505/615/615P Æ WR (Siu Hong Æ Mei Foo) 
Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ Kowloon Tong) 
$19.1 55 mins 
2. LRT 505/615/615P Æ WR (Siu Hong Æ Nam 
Cheong) Æ GMB 10M 
$18.2 70 mins 
3. KMB 58M Æ MTR (Tai Wo HauÆKowloon Tong) $14.6 60 mins 
Kowloon 
Tong 
4. KMB58XÆMTR(Prince EdwardÆKowloon Tong) $14.5 65 mins 
1. LRT 505/615/615P Æ WR (Siu Hong Æ Mei 
Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ Kwun Tong) 
$21.7 70 mins 
2. KMB 58MÆ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Kwun Tong) $16 70 mins 
3. KMB 58M Æ RMB (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong) $18.8 60 mins 
4. KMB 58XÆMTR(Prince EdwardÆKwun Tong) $17.5 75 mins 
Kwun Tong 
5. KMB 258D $14.5 65 mins 
1. LRT 505/615/615P ÆWR (Siu HongÆNam 
Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam Cheong Æ Hong Kong) 
$24.4 55 mins 
2. KMB 58MÆ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Hong Kong) $19.6 55 mins 
Central 
3. KMB 960  $16.4 50 mins 
1. LRT 505/615/615P ÆWR (Tuen MunÆNam 
Cheong)Æ MTR(Nam CheongÆCauseway Bay) 
$24.4 65 mins 
2.KMB 58MÆMTR(Tai Wo HauÆCauseway Bay) $18.7 70 mins 
Causeway 
Bay 
3. KMB 960 Æ Tram $18.4 70 mins 
1. LRT 505/615/615P ÆWR (Tuen MunÆNam 
Cheong)Æ MTR (Nam Cheong Æ Tai Koo) 
$26.2 75 mins 
2. KMB 58MÆ MTR(Tai Wo Hau Æ Tai Koo) $19.6 80 mins 
Tai Koo 
3.KMB 960 Æ MTR (Central Æ Tai Koo) $22 70 mins 
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d) Tuen Mun (Siu Hong)
To/From Siu Hong ~ Fare # Time * 
1. WR(Siu Hong Æ Tsuen Wan West)Æ GMB 95K $11.3 30 mins Tsuen Wan 
Town Centre 2. KMB 67M $7.8 40 mins 
1. WR (Siu Hong Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Mong Kok) 
$19.1 45 mins 
2. WR (Siu Hong Æ Nam Cheong) Æ NWFB 701 $14.4 55 mins 
3. KMB 67X $10.7 60 mins 
Monk Kok 
4. KMB 67M Æ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Mong Kok) $14.6 65 mins 
1. WR (Siu Hong Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Tsim Sha Tsui) 
$20.3 55 mins 
2. WR (Siu Hong Æ Nam Cheong) Æ KCRB K16 $14.4 50 mins 
3. KMB 67MÆMTR (Tai Wo HauÆTsim Sha Tsui) $16 65 mins 
4. LRT 751 Æ KMB 260X $16.9 55 mins 
Tsim Sha 
Tsui 
5. KMB 267S (Morning peak hours only) $12 65 mins 
1. WR (Siu Hong Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Kowloon Tong) 
$19.1 50 mins 
2. WR (Siu Hong Æ Nam Cheong) Æ GMB 10M $18.2 60 mins 
3. KMB 67M ÆMTR (Tai Wo HauÆ Kowloon Tong) $14.6 65 mins 
Kowloon 
Tong 
4. KMB67XÆMTR(Prince EdwardÆKowloon Tong) $14.5 65 mins 
1. WR (Siu Hong Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Kwun Tong) 
$21.7 65 mins 
2. KMB 67MÆ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Kwun Tong) $16 80 mins 
3. KMB 67M Æ RMB (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong) $18.8 60 mins 
4. KMB 67XÆMTR(Prince EdwardÆKwun Tong) $17.5 80 mins 
Kwun Tong 
5. LRT 751 Æ KMB 259D / 62X $18.4 75 mins 
1. WR (Siu HongÆNam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Hong Kong) 
$24.4 45 mins 
2. KMB 67MÆMTR(Tai Wo HauÆ Hong Kong) $19.6 60 mins 
3. LRT 751 Æ KMB 960 $20.3 55 mins 
Central 
4. KMB 960S (Morning peak hours only) $16.4 50 mins 
1. WR (Siu HongÆNam Cheong)Æ MTR(Nam 
CheongÆCauseway Bay) 
$24.4 55 mins 
2.KMB 67MÆMTR(Tai Wo HauÆCauseway Bay) $18.7 70 mins 
3. LRT 751 Æ KMB 960 Æ CTB 5 / 5B $23.7 75-80 mins@
Causeway 
Bay 
4. KMB 960S Æ Tram (Morning peak hours only) $18.4 70 mins 
1. WR (Siu HongÆNam Cheong)Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Tai Koo) 
$26.2 65 mins 
2. KMB 67MÆ MTR(Tai Wo Hau Æ Tai Koo) $19.6 80 mins 
3. LRT 505 / 614 / 614P / 615 / 615P / 751 ÆKMB 
960 / 961ÆMTR(Central Æ Tai Koo) 
$25.9 75 mins 
Tai Koo 
4. KMB 960S Æ MTR (Central Æ Tai Koo) (Morning 
peak hours only) 
$22 70 mins 
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e) Tin Shui Wai (Tin Yiu)
To/From Tin Yiu ~ Fare # Time * 
1. WR (Tin Shui Wai ÆTsuen Wan West)ÆGMB 95K $11.3 26 mins Tsuen Wan 
Town Centre 2. KMB 69M $8.4 30 mins 
1. WR (Tin Shui Wai Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo 
Æ Mong Kok) 
$19.1 45 mins 
2. WR (Tin Shui Wai Æ Nam Cheong) Æ NWFB 701 $14.4 50 mins 
Monk Kok 
3. KMB 69X $13 55 mins 
4. KMB 69M Æ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Mong Kok) $15.2 52 mins 
1. WR (Tin Shui Wai Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo 
Æ Tsim Sha Tsui) 
$20.3 45 mins 
2. WR (Tin Shui Wai Æ Nam Cheong) Æ KCRB K16 $14.4 45 mins 
3. KMB 69MÆ MTR (Tai Wo HauÆTsim Sha Tsui) $16.6 55 mins 
Tsim Sha 
Tsui 
4. KMB 269B $16.5 40 mins 
1. WR (Tin Shui WaiÆ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo 
Æ Kowloon Tong) 
$19.1 40 mins 
2. WR (Tin Shui WaiÆ Nam Cheong) Æ GMB 10M $18.2 55 mins 
3. KMB 69MÆMTR(Tai Wo HauÆKowloon Tong) $15.2 55 mins 
Kowloon 
Tong 
4. KMB69XÆMTR(Prince EdwardÆKowloon Tong) $16.8 55 mins 
4. WR (Tin Shui Wai Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo 
Æ Kwun Tong) 
$21.7 55 mins 
2. KMB 69M Æ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Kwun Tong) $16.6 65 mins 
3. KMB 69M Æ RMB (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong) $19.4 60 mins 
4. KMB 69XÆMTR(Prince EdwardÆKwun Tong) $19.8 70 mins 
Kwun Tong 
5. KMB 269C $14.9 60 mins 
1. WR (Tin Shui WaiÆNam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Hong Kong) 
$24.4 40 mins 
2. KMB 69M Æ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Hong Kong) $20.2 55 mins 
Central 
3. CTB 969 $18.7 45 mins 
1. WR (Tin Shui WaiÆNam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Causeway Bay) 
$24.4 50 mins 
2. KMB 69MÆ MTR (Tai Wo Hau ÆCauseway Bay) $20.2 65 mins 
Causeway 
Bay 
3. CTB 969 / 969X $18.7 60-70mins @
1. WR (Tin Shui WaiÆNam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Tai Koo) 
$26.2 60 mins 
2. KMB 69MÆ MTR(Tsuen WanÆTai Koo) $18.7 75 mins 
Tai Koo 
3.CTB 969/969XÆMTR(Central / Causeway Bay 
ÆTai Koo) 
$24.3 60-70mins @
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f) Tin Shui Wai (Tin Heng)
To/From Tin Heng ~ Fare # Time * 
1. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76 Æ WR (Tin Shui Wai Æ 
Tsuen Wan West) Æ GMB 95K 
$10 45 mins Tsuen Wan 
Town Centre 
2. KMB 265M $9.1/$8.4 45 mins 
1. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76 Æ WR (Tin Shui 
WaiÆMei Foo) ÆMTR(Mei FooÆMong Kok) 
$19.1 60 mins 
2. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76 Æ WR (Tin Shui Wai Æ 
Nam Cheong) Æ NWFB 701 
$14.4 65 mins 
3. KMB 265B $13 65 mins 
Monk Kok 
4. KMB 265M Æ MTR (Tai Wo HauÆ Mong Kok) $15.9 62 mins 
1. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76 Æ WR (Tin Shui Wai 
Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR(Mei FooÆ Tsim Sha Tsui) 
$20.3 70 mins 
2. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76 Æ WR (Tin Shui Wai Æ 
Nam Cheong) Æ KCRB K16 
$14.4 60 mins 
3. KMB 265MÆ MTR (Tai Wo Hau ÆTsim Sha Tsui) $17.3 65 mins 
Tsim Sha 
Tsui 
4. KMB 265M Æ KMB 268B / 269B $14.9/ 
$16.5 
55 mins 
1. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76ÆWR (Tin Shui Wai 
ÆMei Foo)ÆMTR(Mei FooÆKowloon Tong) 
$19.1 55 mins 
2. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76 Æ WR (Tin Shui Wai Æ 
Nam Cheong) Æ GMB 10M 
$18.2 70 mins 
3. KMB 265MÆMTR(Tsuen WanÆKowloon Tong) $15.9 70 mins 
Kowloon 
Tong 
4. KMB265BÆMTR(Prince EdwardÆKowloon Tong $16.8 70 mins 
1. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76Æ WR (Tin Shui Wai 
Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ Kwun Tong) 
$21.7 75 mins 
2. KMB 265MÆ MTR (Tai Wo HauÆKwun Tong) $17.3 75 mins 
3. KMB 265MÆ RMB (Tsuen WanÆ Kwun Tong) $20.1 60 mins 
4. KMB 265B Æ MTR (Prince EdwardÆKwun Tong) $19.8 70 mins 
Kwun Tong 
5. KMB 265M Æ KMB 268C /269C $16.5 / 
$14.9 
70 mins 
1. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76ÆWR(Tin Shui Wai Æ 
Nam Cheong)ÆMTR(Nam CheongÆ Hong Kong)
$24.4 560mins 
2. KMB 265M Æ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Hong Kong) $20.9 65 mins 
Central 
3. CTB 967  $16.4 50 mins 
1. LRT 705/706/KCRB K76 Æ WR (Tin Whui Wai Æ 
Nam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam Cheong Æ Causeway 
Bay) 
$24.4 70mins 
2. KMB 265MÆMTR(Tai Wo Hau ÆCauseway Bay) $20.9 75 mins 
3. CTB 967 Æ CTB 962 / 969 / 5 / 5B / 10 $18.7 70mins 
Causeway 
Bay 
4. KMB 265M Æ KMB 968 $18.7 / 
$20.6 
70 mins 
1. LRT 705/706/ KCRB K76ÆWR (Tin Shui Wai 
ÆNam Cheong)ÆMTR (Nam Cheong Æ Tai Koo)
$26.2 75 mins 
2. KMB 265MÆ MTR(Tai Wo HauÆTai Koo) $20.9 80 mins 
Tai Koo 
3.CTB 967Æ MTR (CentralÆTai Koo) $24.3 75 mins 
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g) Long Ping
To/From Long Ping ~ Fare # Time * 
1. WR (Long Ping Æ Tsuen Wan West) Æ GMB 95K $11.3 23 mins 
2. KMB 68A $9.2 45 mins 
Tsuen Wan 
Town Centre 
3. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ 68M $8.4 35 mins 
1. WR (Long Ping Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo 
Æ Mong Kok) 
$19.1 37 mins 
2. WR (Long PingÆ Nam Cheong) Æ NWFB 701 $14.4 47 mins 
3. KMB 68X $12.5 50 mins 
Monk Kok 
4. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ KMB 68M Æ 
MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Monk Kok) 
$15.2 55 mins 
1. WR (Long PingÆ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Tsim Sha Tsui) 
$20.3 45 mins 
2. WR (Long PingÆ Nam Cheong) Æ KCRB K16 $14.4 47 mins 
4. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ 68M Æ MTR 
(Tsuen Wan Æ Tsim Sha Tsui) 
$16.6 60 mins 
Tsim Sha 
Tsui 
5. KMB 268B $14.9 40 mins 
1. WR (Long Ping Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Kowloon Tong) 
$19.1 40 mins 
2. WR (Long Ping ÆNam Cheong)Æ GMB 10M $18.2 52 mins 
4. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ 68M Æ MTR 
(Tsuen Wan ÆKowloon Tong) 
$15.2 55 mins 
Kowloon 
Tong 
4. KMB68XÆMTR(Prince EdwardÆKowloon Tong) $16.3 55 mins 
1. WR(Long PingÆMei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Kwun Tong) 
$21.7 50 mins 
2. KMB 68A Æ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Kwun Tong) $17.4 75 mins 
3. KMB 68A Æ RMB (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong) $20.2 65 mins 
4. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ KMB 68M Æ 
MTR (Tsuen Wan ÆKwun Tong) 
$16.6 65 mins 
5. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ KMB 68M Æ 
RMB (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong)  
$19.4 55 mins 
6. KMB 68XÆ MTR(Prince EdwardÆKwun Tong) $19.3 60 mins 
Kwun Tong 
7. KMB 268C $14.9 60 mins 
1. WR (Long PingÆNam Cheong) Æ    MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Hong Kong) 
$24.4 37 mins 
3. KMB 68A Æ MTR (Tai Wo Hau Æ Hong Kong) $21 70 mins 
3. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ KMB 68M Æ 
MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Hong Kong) 
$20.2 60 mins 
Central 
4. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ KMB 968  $18.7 50 mins 
1. WR (Long PingÆNam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong Æ Causeway Bay) 
$24.4 47 mins 
4. KMB 68AÆ MTR(Tai Wo HauÆ Causeway Bay) $21 80 mins 
3. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ KMB 68M Æ 
MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Causeway Bay) 
$20.2 70 mins 
Causeway 
Bay 
4. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ KMB 968 $18.7 70 mins 
1. WR (Long Ping Æ Nam Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam 
Cheong ÆTai Koo) 
$26.2 57 mins 
3. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ KMB 68M Æ 
MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Tai Koo) 
$20.2 80 mins 
Tai Koo 
4. Walk to Yuen Long Town CentreÆ KMB 968 Æ 
MTR(CentralÆTai Koo) 
$24.3 70 mins 
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h) Yuen Long Town Centre (Tai Tong Road)
To/From Yuen Long Town Centre (Tai Tong Road) ~ Fare # Time * 
1. LRT 610 / 614 / 615 / 761 Æ WR (Yuen Long Æ 
Tsuen Wan West) Æ GMB 95K 
$11.3 30 mins Tsuen Wan 
Town Centre 
2. KMB 68M $8.4 25 mins 
1. LRT 610 / 614 / 615 / 761 Æ WR (Yuen Long Æ 
Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ Mong Kok) 
$19.1 38 mins 
2. LRT 610 / 614 / 615 / 761 Æ WR (Yuen Long Æ 
Nam Cheong) Æ NWFB 701 
$14.4 52 mins 
3. KMB 68X $12.5 50 mins 
Monk Kok 
4. KMB 68M Æ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Monk Kok) $15.2 45 mins 
1. LRT 610 / 614 / 615 / 761 Æ WR (Yuen Long Æ 
Mei Foo) Æ MTR(Mei FooÆTsim Sha Tsui) 
$20.3 45 mins 
2. LRT 610 / 614 / 615 / 761 Æ WR 
 (Yuen Long Æ Nam Cheong) Æ KCRB K16 
$14.4 50 mins 
3. 68M Æ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Tsim Sha Tsui) $16.6 50 mins 
Tsim Sha 
Tsui 
4. KMB 268B $14.9 35 mins 
1. LRT 610 / 614 / 615 / 761 ÆWR (Yuen Long Æ 
Mei Foo) ÆMTR (Mei Foo Æ Kowloon Tong) 
$19.1 45 mins 
2. LRT 610 / 614 / 615 / 761 Æ WR 
 (Yuen Long Æ Nam Cheong) Æ GMB 10M 
$18.2 55 mins 
3. KMB 68MÆ MTR(Tsuen WanÆKowloon Tong) $15.2 50 mins 
Kowloon 
Tong 
4. KMB 68X Æ MTR (Prince Edward Æ Kowloon 
Tong) 
$16.3 55 mins 
1. LRT 610 / 614 / 615 / 761 Æ WR (Yuen Long Æ 
Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ Kwun Tong) 
$21.7 60 mins 
2. KMB 68M Æ MTR (Tsuen Wan ÆKwun Tong) $16.6 65 mins 
3. KMB 68M Æ RMB (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong)  $19.4 50 mins 
4. KMB 68XÆ MTR(Prince EdwardÆKwun Tong) $19.3 65 mins 
Kwun Tong 
5. KMB 268C $14.9 55 mins 
1. LRT 610/614/615/761 Æ WR (Yuen Long ÆNam 
Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam Cheong Æ Hong Kong) 
$24.4 42 mins 
2. KMB 68MÆ MTR(Tsuen WanÆHong Kong) $20.2 50 mins 
Central 
3. KMB 968  $18.7 40 mins 
1. LRT 610/614/615/761 Æ WR (Yuen Long ÆNam 
Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam Cheong Æ Causeway Bay)
$24.4 52 mins 
2. KMB 68MÆ MTR(Tsuen WanÆCauseway Bay) $20.2 60 mins 
Causeway 
Bay 
3. KMB 968 $18.7 60 mins 
1. LRT 610/614/615/761 Æ WR (Yuen Long Æ Nam 
Cheong) Æ MTR (Nam Cheong ÆTai Koo) 
$26.2 62 mins 
2. KMB 68M Æ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Tai Koo) $18.7 70 mins 
Tai Koo 
3. KMB 968 Æ MTR(CentralÆTai Koo) $24.3 60 mins 
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i) Kam Tin Town Centre
To/From Kam Tin Town Centre ~ Fare # Time *
1. KMB 54/Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station Æ 
WR(Kam Sheung RoadÆTsuen Wan West)ÆGMB95K
$10.4/ 
$13.6 
25-35 
mins@
Tsuen Wan 
Town 
Centre 2. KMB 251M $8.4 30mins
1. KMB 54/Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station ÆWR 
(Kam Sheung Road Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei Foo Æ 
Mong Kok) 
$18.2 / 
$21.4 
35-45 
mins@
2. KMB 54/Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station ÆWR 
(Kam Sheung Road Æ Nam Cheong) Æ NWFB 701 
$13.5 / 
$16.7 
45-55 
mins@
Monk Kok 
3. KMB 251M Æ 68X / 69X / 265B $12.5/$13 55mins
1. KMB 54/Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station ÆWR 
(Kam Sheung RoadÆMei Foo)ÆMTR(Mei FooÆ 
Tsim Sha Tsui) 
$19.4/ 
$22.6 
45-55 
mins@
2. KMB 54/Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR StationÆWR 
(Kam Sheung Road Æ  Nam Cheong) Æ KCRB K16 
$14.4 / 
$17.6 
55-65 
mins@
3. KMB 251MÆ MTR (Tsuen WanÆTsim Sha Tsui) $16.8 60mins
Tsim Sha 
Tsui 
4. KMB 251M Æ KMB 268B / 269B $16.5/$14.9 45mins
1. KMB 54 / Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station 
ÆWR (Kam Sheung Road Æ Mei Foo) Æ MTR (Mei 
Foo Æ Kowloon Tong) 
$18.2 / 
$21.4 
40-50 
mins@
2. KMB 54 / Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station Æ 
WR(Kam Sheung Road Æ Nam Cheong) Æ GMB 10M
$17.3 / 
$20.5 
55-65 
mins@
Kowloon 
Tong 
3. KMB 251MÆMTR(Tsuen WanÆKowloon Tong) $15.2 55mins
1. KMB 54 / Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station 
ÆWR (Kam Sheung Road Æ  Mei Foo) Æ MTR 
(Mei Foo Æ Kwun Tong) 
$20.8/ 
$24 
55-65 
mins@
2. KMB 251M Æ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong) $16.2 60mins
3. KMB 251M Æ RMB (Tsuen Wan Æ Kwun Tong) $19.4 55mins
Kwun Tong 
4. KMB 251M Æ KMB 268B/ 269B $16.5 /$14.9 65mins
1. KMB 54 / Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station Æ 
WR (Kam Sheung Road Æ  Nam Cheong) Æ MTR 
(Nam Cheong Æ Hong Kong) 
$23.5 / 
$26.7 
35-45 
mins 
@ 
2. KMB 251MÆMTR(Tsuen WanÆ Hong Kong) $20.2 55mins
Central 
3. KMB 251M Æ KMB 968  $18.7 /$19.9 45mins
1. KMB 54 / Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station 
ÆWR (Kam Sheung Road Æ  Nam Cheong) Æ MTR 
(Nam Cheong Æ Causeway Bay) 
$23.5 / 
$26.7 
45-55 
mins@
2. KMB 251MÆ MTR (Tsuen Wan Æ Causeway Bay) $20.2 65mins
Causeway 
Bay 
3. KMB 251M Æ KMB 968 $18.7 / $19.9 65mins
1. KMB 54 / Walk to Kam Sheung Road WR Station Æ 
WR (Kam Sheung Road ÆNam Cheong) Æ MTR 
(Nam Cheong ÆTai Koo) 
$25.3/ 
$28.5 
55-65 
mins 
@ 
2. KMB 251MÆ MTR(Tsuen WanÆTai Koo) $20.2 80mins
Tai Koo 
3. KMB 251MÆKMB 968ÆMTR(CentralÆTai Koo) $24.3 /$25.5 65mins
# Exact fare after discount: 10% discount for bus fare of $15 or above until 31/5/2005 
* Assumption based on the total journey time provided by service provider plus 
average waiting time and the time for interchange with other transportation system.  
@ The journey time depends on the routing that the traveler choose 
~ -WR: KCR West Rail  -LRT: Light Rail Transit     -MTR: Mass Transit Railway 
  -CTB: Citybus       -KMB: Kowloon Motor Bus  -RMB: Red Motor Bus 
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Appendix 2: The changes in bus service in West New Territories after the opening of 
West Rail (Until 27/9/2004) (KMB handbook 2003) (KMB web 2004) (WR Booklet) 
 
32 bus routes changed its routing  
Yuen Long (West) ÅÆ Sheung Tsuen 54 
Divert via Kam Sheung Road WR station 
Tuen Mun Pier ÅÆ Shum Shui Po (Yen Chow Street) 59A 
Omit Yau Oi to cope with introducing of new route 61M 
Tuen Mun Pier Æ Mong Kok 59S 
Divert via Tuen Mun WR station 
Tuen Mun Town Centre ÅÆ Kowloon City Ferry Pier 61X 
Extended to Tuen Mun WR station ÅÆ Kowloon City Ferry Pier 
Yuen Long (West) ÅÆ Tai Po KCR Station 64K/64P 
Divert via Kam Sheung Road WR station 
Tai Hing ÅÆ Olympic MTR Station 66 
-Shorten to Tai Hing ÅÆ Shum Shui Po (Yen Chow Street) 
-Divert via Yau Oi 
Tai Hing ÅÆ Tsuen Wan MTR Station 66M 
Divert via Tuen Mun WR station 
Siu Hong Court ÅÆ Kwai Fong MTR Station 67M 
Terminus change to Siu Hong Public Transport Interchange ÅÆ Kwai Fong 
MTR Station 
Siu Hong Court ÅÆ Mong Kok KCR Station 67X 
Terminus change to Siu Hong Public Transport Interchange ÅÆ Mong Kok 
KCR Station 
Long Ping ÅÆ Kwai Hing MTR Station 68A 
-Extended to Long Ping ÅÆ Tsing Yi MTR Station, enhance peak hour 
frequency to 7/8 minutes and provide new section fare of $8.7 at Hung Shui 
Kui to cope with the cancellation of route 63M 
Yuen Long (West) ÅÆ Wah Ming 76K 
Diverted via Yuen Long WR Station on Wah Ming bound journeys 
Yuen Long (West) ÅÆ Cheung Wah 77K 
Diverted via Kam Sheung Road WR Station 
Tsing Yi MTR Station ÅÆ Kam Tin Pat Heung (Circular) 251M 
-Cancelled the circular routing and changed its terminus to Tsing Yi MTR 
Station ÅÆKam Sheung Road WR Station 
-New section fare of $4.7 at Kam Tin Mung Yeung Public School on Kam 
Sheung Road WR Station bound journey 
Po Tin ÅÆ Kowloon MTR Station 260X 
Terminus change to Po Tin ÅÆ Hong Hom KCR Station 
Sam Shing ÅÆ Sheung Shui (Tin Ping Estate) 261 
Divert via Siu Hong WR Station (South) Public Transport Interchange 
Tuen Mun Town Centre ÅÆ Sha Tin KCR Station 263 
Extended to Tuen Mun WR station ÅÆ Sha Tin KCR Station 
Siu Hong Court Æ Tsim Sha Tsui 267S 
Terminus change to Siu Hong WR Station (North) Public Transport 
Interchange Æ Tsim Sha Tsui 
Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Hung Hom Ferry Pier 269B 
Divided into two routes:  
- 269B: Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Hung Hom Ferry Pier (Omit Yuen 
Long) 
- 268B: Long Ping WR Station ÅÆ Hung Hom Ferry Pier 
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32 bus routes changed its routing (continue) 
269C Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Kwun Tong Ferry Pier 
Divided into two routes: 
- 269C: Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Kwun Tong Ferry Pier (Omit Yuen 
Long) 
- 268C: Long Ping WR Station ÅÆ Kwun Tong Ferry Pier 
Tin Tsz ÅÆ Sheung Shui 276/276P 
Diverted via Yuen Long WR Station on Sheung Shui bound journeys 
Yuen Long (West) ÅÆ Lok Ma Chau Public Transport Interchange 277 
Diverted via Yuen Long WR Station on Lok Ma Chau bound journeys 
Shan King ÅÆWan Chai (Conventional Centre) 961 
Divert via Tuen Mun WR station 
Fu Tai ÅÆ Tai Lam/ Tuen Mun Town Centre 521/521P 
Change the route no. to K51 and diverted via Siu Hong WR Station Public 
Transport Interchange and Tuen Mun WR Station 
Tuen Mun Town Centre ÅÆ Lung Kwu Tan A52 
Change the route no. to K52 and extended to Tuen Mun WR Station ÅÆ 
Lung Kwu Tan 
Yuen Long (East) ÅÆ Lau Fau Shan 655 
Change the route no. to K65 and divert via Tin Shui Wai WR Station 
Tai Tong ÅÆ Yuen Long Industrial Estate 656 
Divided into two routes: 
- K66: Tai Tong ÅÆ Long Ping 
- K68: Yuen Long Town Park ÅÆ Yuen Long Industrial Estate (Circular) 
Hung Shui Kui ÅÆ Ha Tsuen 657 
Change the route no. to K75 and change its terminus to Hung Shui Kui ÅÆ 
Tin Shui Wai WR Station (Circular) 
Tin Shui/Tin Hang ÅÆ Yuen Long (West) A70/A74 
Combined into one route: 
- K73: Tin Hang ÅÆ Yuen Long (West) (via Long Ping) 
 
7 new bus routes added 
Lai King (North) ÅÆ Yau Oi (South) 61M 
In replace for the cancellation of route 52M, 60, 261M and 262P 
Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Toen Mun Town Centre K2P 
To assist the Light Rail service and in replace for route K2X 
WR Tuen Mun Station ÅÆ So Kwun Wat (Circular) K53 
 To assist the Light Rail bus route K51 service 
Fu Tai ÅÆ Castle Peak Bay K58 
 To assist the Light Rail service and enhance the feeder service of West Rail 
Tin Shui ÅÆ Yuen Long (West) K74 
To assist the Light Rail service and enhance the feeder service of West Rail 
Tin Shui ÅÆ Hung Shui Kui (Circular) K75P 
To assist the Light Rail and bus route K75 service and enhance the feeder 
service of West Rail 
Tin Hang ÅÆ Tin Shui Wai WR Station (Circular) K76 
To assist the Light Rail service and enhance the feeder service of West Rail 
 
1 routes adjusted its service hours  
Routes Destinations Service hours before Service hours after 
A73 Tin Fu ÅÆ Tuen Mun 
Ferry Pire 
Daily: 
6:00am-11:30pm 
Mon-Sat: 6:30am-9:30am 
        3:00pm-7:00pm 
Sun and public holiday: 
9:00am-7:00pm 
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13 bus routes had been cancelled:  
52M Tseng Choi Street ÅÆ Kwai Fong MTR station 
60 Yau Oi (South) ÅÆ Cheung Sha Wan 
63M Yuen Long East ÅÆ Tsing Yi MTR Station 
63P Hung Shui Kiu Æ Tsuen Wan MTR Station 
64M Tin Yiu ÅÆ Tsuen Wan (Nina Tower) 
261M Sam Shing ÅÆ Tsuen Wan MTR Station 
262P Sam Shing Æ Tsuen Wan MTR Station 
A59 Po Tin ÅÆ Castle Peak Bay 
K1X Long Ping Æ Tuen Mun Ferry Pier 
K2X Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Tuen Mun Ferry Pier 
K70 Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Yuen Long 
659 Tin Hang ÅÆ Tin Shui Wai Town Centre 
670 Long Ping ÅÆ Yuen Long 
 
Over 30 bus routes decreased its frequency 
Routes Destinations Frequency 
before 
Frequency 
after 
54 Yuen Long (West) ÅÆ Sheung Tsuen 12-25 mins 16-25 mins
57M Shan King ÅÆ Lai King (North) 7-18 mins 10-20 mins
58M Leung King ÅÆ Kwai Fong MTR Station 3-12 mins 4-12 mins 
58X Leung King ÅÆ Mong Kok KCR Station 4-12 mins 5-12 mins 
60X Tuen Mun Town Centre ÅÆ Jordon (Wui Cheung Road) 4-15 mins 5-15 mins 
61X Tuen Mun Town Centre ÅÆ Kowloon City Ferry Pier 8-20 mins 9-20 mins 
63X Tin Tsz ÅÆ Jordon (Wui Cheung Road) 9-25 mins 10-25 mins
64K Yuen Long (West) ÅÆ Tai Po KCR Station 5-12 mins 5-15 mins 
66 Tai Hing ÅÆ Shum Shui Po (Yen Chow Street) 10-25 mins 13-25 mins
66M Tai Hing ÅÆ Tsuen Wan MTR Station 7-16 mins 10-23 mins
66P Tai Hing ÅÆ Tsuen Wan MTR Station 5-16 mins 15-23 mins
67M Siu Hong Court ÅÆ Kwai Fong MTR Station 3-15 mins 5-15 mins 
67X Siu Hong Court ÅÆ Mong Kok KCR Station 5-19 mins 6-19 mins 
68M Yuen Long West ÅÆ Tsuen Wan MTR Station 3-15 mins 4-15 mins 
68X Yuen Long East ÅÆ Jordon (Wui Cheung Road) 3-20 mins 5-20 mins 
69X Tin Shui ÅÆ Jordon (Wui Cheung Road) 5-15 mins 7-15 mins 
251M Tsing Yi MTR Station ÅÆ Kam Sheung Road WR 
Station 
6-20 mins 8-23 mins 
263 Tuen Mun WR Station ÅÆ Sha Tin KCR Station 16-25 mins 15-28 mins
264M Tin Yan ÅÆ Tsing Yi MTR Station 12-20 mins 13-20 mins
265B Tin Hang ÅÆ Mong Kok (Park Avenue) 4-13 mins 5-15 mins 
265M Tin Hang ÅÆ Lai Yiu 4-15 mins 5-15 mins 
269B Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Hung Hom Ferry Pire 5-15 mins 7-20 mins 
269C Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Kwun Tong Ferry Pier 3-14 mins 4-15 mins 
961 Shan King ÅÆWan Chai (Conventional Centre) 7-20 mins 8-20 mins 
K2P Tin Shui Wai Town Centre ÅÆ Tuen Mun Town Centre 7-8 mins 15 mins 
 
Other routes that decreased its frequency but can’t show in the figure: 
59A, 59M, 59X, 60M, 69M, 261, 960, 962, 968, 969 
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9 routes increase its frequency or strengthen its service 
Route Destinations Frequency 
before 
Frequency 
after 
Long Ping ÅÆ Tsing Yi MTR Station 10-20 mins 8-20 mins 68A 
To cope with the cancellation of route 63M and 63P 
260X Po Tin ÅÆ Hung Hom KCR station  9-20 mins 8-20 mins 
Po Tin ÅÆ Lam Tin MTR station 12-20 mins 10-20 mins 258D 
Enhance from peak hour service only to full-day service 
259D Tuen Mun (Lung Mun Oasis) ÅÆ Yau Tong 10-20 mins 9-20 mins 
Long Ping WR station ÅÆ Hung Hom Ferry Pier / 7-18 mins 268B 
Divided from 269B and strengthen to independent full-day service route 
Long Ping WR station ÅÆ Kwun Tong Ferry Pier / 8-15 mins 268C 
Divided from 269C and strengthen to independent full-day service route 
K51 Fu Tai ÅÆ Tai Lam 10-15 mins 7-15 mins 
K52 Tuen Mun WR station ÅÆ Lung Kwu Tan 15-20 mins 12-20 mins 
K73 Tin Hang ÅÆ Yuen Long (West) via Long Ping 7-15 mins 5-15 mins 
 
6 bus routes planned to be cancelled before but cannot be cancelled due to the opposition of 
residents or changing in the original bus reorganize plan 
63X Tin Tsz ÅÆ Jordon (Wui Cheung Road) 
66 Tai Hing ÅÆ Olympic MTR Station 
265M Tin Hang ÅÆ Lai Yiu 
269M Tin Fu ÅÆ Cho Yiu 
506 Tuen Mun Ferry Pier ÅÆ Yau Oi 
A73 Tin Fu ÅÆ Tuen Mun Ferry Pier 
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Appendix 3: The changes in Light Rail service in West New Territories after the 
opening of West Rail ( Up to 27/9/2004) (Zenga 1998) (KCRC web) (KCRC guide) 
Two routes were cancelled 
Route Destinations Via 
720 Tin Wing ÅÆ Yau Oi Chestwood ÅÆ Tin Shui ÅÆ Hung Shui Kiu ÅÆ 
Siu Hong ÅÆ Choy Yee Bridge ÅÆ Town Centre 
721 Tin Wing ÅÆ Yuen Long Tin Shui ÅÆ Ping Shan ÅÆ Fung Nin Road ÅÆ 
Tai Tong Road 
 
Four routes were introduced in a form of new route  
Route Destinations Via 
Tin Shui Wai Circular Tin Shui Wai Æ Tin Tsz Æ Tin Wing Æ Tin Sau Æ Tin 
Hang Æ Chung Fu Æ Tin Shui Æ Tin Shui Wai 
705 
- Connect with WR Tin Shui Wai station for convenient interchange with WR 
- Corporate with 706 to provide anti-clockwise train service in Tin Shui Wai 
Tin Shui Wai Circular Tin Shui Wai Æ Tin Shui Æ Chung Fu Æ Tin Hang Æ 
Tin Sau Æ Tin Wing Æ Tin Tsz Æ Tin Shui Wai 
706 
- Connect with WR Tin Shui Wai station for convenient interchange with WR  
- Corporate with 705 to provide clockwise train service in Tin Shui Wai 
Tin Yat ÅÆ Yau Oi Chung Fu ÅÆ Chestwood ÅÆ Tin Shui Wai ÅÆ Hung 
Shui Kiu ÅÆ Siu Hong ÅÆ Choy Yee Bridge ÅÆ 
Town Centre 
751 
-Replace route 720 and divert the routing via Ginza, Tin Tsz and Tin Shui Wai 
-Extend its service to Tin Shui Wai North (Tin Yat, Tin Chung and Chung Fu) 
Tin Wing ÅÆ Yuen 
Long 
Tin Sau ÅÆ Tin Hang ÅÆ Tin Shui ÅÆ Ping Shan 
ÅÆ Fung Nin Road ÅÆ Tai Tong Road 
761 
-Replace route 721 
-Extend its service to Tin Shui Wai North (Tin Sau, Tin Hang and Chung Fu) 
 
Four routes were introduced in a form of short-distance route of the existing route 
Route Destinations Via 
Ferry Pier ÅÆ Siu Hong Siu Hei ÅÆ Siu Lun ÅÆ On Ting ÅÆ Town Centre 
ÅÆ Pui To ÅÆ San Hui ÅÆ Prime View 
614P 
Short-distance route of route 614 for passengers between Siu Hei and Fung Tei to 
and from Siu Hong to connect with WR 
Ferry Pier ÅÆ Siu Hong Butterfly ÅÆ Lung Mun ÅÆ Ming Kum ÅÆ Leung 
King ÅÆ Tin King ÅÆ King Sang 
615P 
Short-distance route of route 615 for passengers between Melody Garden and Kei 
Lun to and from Siu Hong to connect with WR 
751P Tin Yat ÅÆ Tin Shui 
Wai 
Chung Fu ÅÆ Chestwood ÅÆ Ginza ÅÆ Tin Shui 
Wai 
 Short-distance route of route 751 to provide peak hour service for passengers 
between Chung Fu and Tin Tsz to and from Tin Shui Wai to connect with WR  
Tin Yat ÅÆ Yuen Long Chung Fu ÅÆ Tin Shui ÅÆ Ping Shan ÅÆ Fung Nin 
Road ÅÆ Tai Tong Road 
761P 
 
Undeclared and informal short-distance route of route 761 to assist and reduce the 
congestion of route 761 
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Appendix 4: Questionnaire (Chinese and English version) 
 
新界西居民乘車模式問卷調查
您好!我們是嶺南大學工商管理系三年級學生, 為了解新界西居民不同的乘車模式,所以
進行一項關於新界西居民乘車習慣的研究報告. 希望閣下能花數分鐘時間來完成這份
問卷. 問卷之內容只會用作整體分析之用途, 所有資料絶對保密,多謝! 
1. 請問你是否新界西的居民? 住在那裡?  ___________           是 Æ 繼續   否 Æ 多謝 
   1. 錦田八鄉  2. 元朗市中心  3. 朗屏  4. 元朗(其他)  5. 天水圍南  6. 天水圍北    
7. 洪水穚    8. 兆康區   9. 良田區   10. 大興山景   11. 屯門市中心  12. 屯門碼頭   
13. 友愛/安定  14.虹穚/景峰   15.大欖/小欖   16.屯門(其他)  17.其他 
2. 請問你一星期會否最少有一次乘搭西鐵或專利巴士往返市區?      會 Æ 繼續 
   (包括九龍,香港島,青衣,東涌,葵涌及荃灣,但不包括新界及離島其他地區)     否 Æ 多謝 
   那一星期大約會有多少次往返市區呢?             1   2   3   4   5   6   7 次或以上 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
第 1 部份: 現時乘車習慣資料基本問題 (所有人均需回答) 
3. 請問你最經常往返市區的那一個地方呢?   1.離島區  2.中西區  3.灣仔區  4.東區  5.南區 
  6.荃灣區 7.葵青區  8.深水埗區 9.油尖旺區 10.九龍城區 11.黃大仙區 12.觀塘區 13.西貢區 
4. 你乘車往返那裡的主要原因是入麼呢? 
   1. 返工    2. 返學    3. 消遣娛樂/購物    4. 工作需要    5. 其他 ___________ 
5. 請問你最近是怎樣乘車到那裡? (請圈出所有途中要乘搭之交通工具) 
   1. 西鐵   2. 巴士   3. 輕鐵   4. 地鐵   5. 綠色公共小巴   6. 紅色公共小巴   7. 電車 
   8. 的士    9.村巴    10.其他 ___________ 
6. 為什麼你會選擇現在的乘車模式呢?  (1 至 7 分, 1 分代表完全同意,7 分代表完全不同意) 
  完全同意                    中立                     完全不同意
a.方便     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
b.快捷     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
c.舒適     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
d.安全     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
e.可靠     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
f.便宜     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
g.宣傳     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
h.轉車次數較少     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
i.没有其他選擇     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
j.個人偏好     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
k.其他 _______     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
7. 你每次用大約多少錢去乘搭這樣的車程?  $_________ 
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(如第 5 條之答案裡没有回答西鐵,則回答第 2a 部份. 如有回答西鐵,則跳至第 2b 部份) 
第 2a部份: 乘搭巴士往市區居民乘車模式之問題 (只限不選擇乘搭西鐵居民) 
8. 為什麼你不選擇乘搭西鐵往返市區? (1 至 7 分,1 分代表完全同意,7 分代表完全不同意) 
 完全同意                     中立                  完全不同意 
a.車站不方便    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
b.車程較其他交通工具耐    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
c.不舒適    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
d.不安全    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
e.不可靠    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
f.價格昂貴    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
g.宣傳不足    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
h.轉車次數多    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
i.接駁交通不足    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
j.個人偏好    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
k.其他 ______________    1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
(出示時間及價格附表,顯示由受訪者住所往目的地之時間及車資對比,如果車程比現時
快,則回答第 9 條,如果車程比現時慢,則回答第 10 條) 
9. 乘搭西鐵再轉乘其他交通工具會比你乘搭巴士往市區慢大約 _____分鐘(時間及價格附表之
時間),西鐵收費要平多少你才會願意乘搭呢?                               $_________ 
10. 乘搭西鐵再轉乘其他交通工具會比你乘搭巴士往市區快大約 _____ 分鐘(時間及價格附表
之時間),你最多會願意付出多少金錢去乘搭西鐵車程呢?                     $ ________ 
11. 除直接減價外,西鐵要採取什麼措施才會令你選擇乘搭呢?(請依照意願圈出頭 3 個認為最有
效之措施, 1 代表最有效, 2 代表次有效,3 代表第 3 有效) 
措施:                                                 最有效   次有效   第 3 有效 
   1. 增加車資優惠(如折上折,全月通,全日通)                      1       2       3 
   2. 增加轉乘其他交通工具車資優惠(如免費轉乘,優惠轉乘) 1       2       3 
   3. 加強接駁服務(新界區)                         1       2       3 
   4. 加強接駁服務(市區)   1       2       3 
   5. 舉辦大型宣傳活動(如西鐵一路好玩,西鐵假日觀光巴士)   1       2       3 
   6. 增加宣傳(如派發傳單宣傳西鐵接駁巴士)   1       2       3 
   7. 提升列車服務水平(如列車準時度,可靠性,穩定性)   1       2       3 
   8. 提升客戶服務水平(如加強客戶服務熱線,增加站內職員)   1       2       3 
   9. 其他: ____________________   1       2       3 
12. (如 11 條有回答 1,則問)西鐵要增加什麼車資優惠才能吸引你乘搭? 
   1. 重新推出折上折  2. 推出學生/成人優惠票(日票/星期票/月票)  3. 減低現時月票票價 
   4. 推出家庭優惠票(如日票/星期票/月票)  5. 推出 8 送 1/回程 8 折優惠  6. 其他 ________ 
13. (如 11 條有回答 5,則問)你最希望西鐵增加什麼宣傳活動? 
   1. 加強西鐵一路好玩活動內容  2. 加強西鐵觀光巴士  3. 其他 
14. 你知不知道西鐵有推出節日通及全月通?                知道 / 不知道  知道 / 不知道 
                                       知道 Æ 回答第 16 題   不知道 Æ 回答第 15 題 
15. 如果現在你知道有節日通/全月通,你會否考慮乘搭?                   會/不會  會/不會 
                                           會 Æ 回答第 26 題   不會 Æ 繼續第 16 題 
16. 你為什麼不使用節日通/全月通?   1.車站不方便   2. 車程較其他交通工具耐  3. 不舒適 
    4. 不安全    5. 不可靠    6. 票價昂貴    7. 轉車次數多    8. 個人偏好    9. 其他 
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第 2b部份: 乘搭西鐵往市區居民乘車模式之問題 (只限選擇乘搭西鐵居民) 
17. 為什麼你會選擇乘搭西鐵往返市區? (1 至 7 分, 1 分代表完全同意, 7 分代表完全不同意) 
 完全同意                     中立                   完全不同意
a.方便     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
b.快捷     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
c.舒適     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
d.安全     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
e.可靠     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
f.票價便宜     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
g.有優惠(如轉乘/折扣等)     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
h.舉辦之大型宣傳活動吸引     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
i.受宣傳影響(如廣告,傳單)     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
j.轉車次數較少     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
k.没有其他選擇     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
l.個人偏好     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
m.其他 _____________     1        2        3        4        5        6       7 
18. 請問你有否使用西鐵節日通呢?                 有 Æ繼續第 19 題  没有 Æ跳至第 21 題 
19. 如果西鐵節日通售價為(分別讀出),你會否繼續乘搭呢? 
a. $23 1. 會  2. 不會 b. $26 1. 會  2. 不會 c. $29 1. 會  2. 不會 
20. 如西鐵取消節日通,你會否繼續乘搭呢?       會 Æ 跳至第 24 題   不會 Æ 跳至第 25 題 
21. 請問你有否使用西鐵全月通呢?如有,是$300 還是$400 呢?   有 $300 / $400 Æ 繼續第 22 題 
没有         Æ 跳至第24 題 
22. 如果西鐵全月通售價為(分別讀出),你會否繼續乘搭呢? 
a. $350 1. 會  2. 不會 b. $400 1. 會  2. 不會 c. $450 1. 會  2. 不會 
d. $500 1. 會  2. 不會 d. $550 1. 會  2. 不會 f. $600 1. 會  2. 不會 
23. 如西鐵取消全月通,你會否繼續乘搭呢?      會 Æ 繼續第 24 題   不會 Æ 跳至第 25 題 
(出示時間及價格附表,顯示由受訪者住所往目的地乘西鐵之價格)  
24. 如果西鐵 9 折後往市區每程之八達通車費比現時貴$1-$5,你會否乘搭呢? (分別讀出$1-$5) 
   (1 至 7 分,1 分代表 絶對會,7 分代表絶對不會) 
  絶對會                         中立                        絶對不會 
a.貴$1     1         2         3         4         5         6         7 
b.貴$2     1         2         3         4         5         6         7 
c.貴$3     1         2         3         4         5         6         7 
d.貴$4     1         2         3         4         5         6         7 
e.貴$5     1         2         3         4         5         6         7 
(如所有之分數均介乎 1-4,則續問:要貴多少錢才考慮不會乘搭呢? $_______) 
25. 除直接減價外,如果西鐵只能以一種措施來吸引你以後繼續乘搭西鐵,你會選擇什麼措施? 
1. 增加車資優惠 ________  2. 增加轉乘其他交通工具車資優惠  3. 加強接駁服務(新界區)  
4. 加強接駁服務(市區)  5. 舉辦大型宣傳活動 _____________    6. 提升列車服務水平  
7. 提升客戶服務水平 _______   8. 增加宣傳   9.其他: _______ 
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第 3 部份: 其他問題 
26. 以下有三句句子,請問你有多同意呢?(1 分代表非常同意,7 分代表非常不同意) 
 非常同意              中立             非常不同意
a.政府之鐵路優先政策迫使巴士公司
削減服務 
    1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
b.西鐵通車後巴士服務削減令你不滿     1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
c.巴士服務削減,增加了你乘搭西鐵的
意欲 
    1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
第 4 部份: 基本個人資料問題 (所有人均需回答) 
27. 請問你的年齡是?                                                   _________歲 
28. 請問你是從事什麼行業?  ____________  職位是?  _____________ 
   1. 經理及行政人員    2. 專業及輔助專業人員    3. 文員      4. 服務及商業銷售人員 
   5. 非技術工人        6. 其他 
 (如受訪者是學生/家庭主婦,則問第 29 題,如受訪者是在職人仕,則問第 30 題) 
29. 請問你每月的零用錢/家用大約有多少? (HK$) 
1. 500 以下     2. 500 – 999    3. 1000 – 1999    4. 2000 – 2999    5. 3000 或以上  
30. 請問你的個人平均月入大約是? (HK$) 
1. 7500 以下    2. 7500 – 14999   3. 15000 – 29999   4. 30000 – 60000   5. 60000 或以上    
31. 請問你的家庭平均月入大約是? (HK$) 
1. 15000 以下   2. 15000 – 29999   3. 30000 – 59999  4. 60000 – 119999  5. 120000 或以上 
32. 請問你的婚姻狀況是:  1. 單身  2. 已婚 
33. 請問你的家庭有多少位成員?   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10 位或以上 
34. 請問你的教育程度是?  
    1. 小學或以下    2. 中一至中五     3. 預科     4. 文憑/副學士    5. 大學或以上 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
性別: 男 / 女 
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West New Territories’ residents transportation habit survey
We are final year students of Lingnan University. In order to investigate for the 
different transportation mode of West New Territories’ residents, we are 
conducting a survey about the traveling habits of the residents. All the information 
will only use for academic purpose and will keep private and confidential. 
1. Are you live in West New Territories? Where?            Yes Æ Continue  No Æ End 
  1. Kam Tin Pak Heung  2. Yuen Long Town Centre  3. Long Ping  4. Yuen Long others 
  5. Tin Shui Wai South  6. Tin Shui Wai North  7. Hung Shui Kui  8. Siu Hong 
  9. Leung King / Tin King  10. Tai Hing / Shan King  11. Tuen Mun Town Centre 
  12. Tuen Mun Ferry Pier  13. Tau Oi / On Ting  14. Hung Kui / Primeview 
  15. Tai Lam / Siu Lam  16. Tuen Mun others  17. Others 
2. Do you go to urban area by taking West Rail or franchised bus at least one time per week? 
  (Included Hong Kong Island, Kowloon, Tsing Yi and Tsuen Wan, but not included New 
Territories and Islands District except Tung Chung)        Yes Æ Continue  No Æ End 
  How many times do you go to urban per week?    1  2  3  4  5  6  7 times or above 
First part: General transportation habit questions (All people should answer) 
3. What urban area do you go most frequent?   
1. Islands District  2. Central & West District  3. Wai Chai District  4. Eastern District  
5. Southern District 6. Tsuen Wan Distirct 7. Kwai Tsing District 8. Sham Shui Po District 
9. Yau Tsim Mong District   10. Kowloon City District  11. Wong Tai Sin District  
12. Kwun Tong District  13. Sai Kung District 
4. What is your main purpose of going to urban area? 
  1. Work Trips  2. School Trips  3. Shopping/Recreation Trips 4. Business Trips 5. Others 
5. What kinds of transportation mode you mostly use for the trip of going to urban area? 
(circle all kinds of transportation mode used in a trip) 
  1. West Rail  2. Bus  3. Light Rail  4. MTR  5. Green minibus  6. Red minibus 
  7. Tram  8. Taxi  9. Non-franchised bus  10. Others 
6. Why you use the current transportation mode? (1: Totally agree 7: Totally disagree) 
 Totally agree                  Neutral                 Totally disagree
a. Convenient     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
b. Quick     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
c. Comfortable     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
d. Safe     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
e. Trustworthy     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
f. Cheap     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
g. Promotion     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
h. Less interchange     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
i. No choice     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
j. Own preference     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
k. Others _______     1        2        3        4        5        6        7 
7. How much do you use in the trip?                                 $ ___________ 
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(Answer part 2 if respondent does not answer West Rail in Q.5. Answer part 3 if 
respondent answer West Rail in Q.5) 
Part 2: Questions of transportation habit for residents who take bus to go to urban area 
8. Why don’t you use West Rail to go to urban area? (1: Totally agree 7: Totally disagree) 
 Totally agree               Neutral           Totally disagree
a. Stations not convenient      1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
b. Slow     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
c. Uncomfortable     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
d. Not safe     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
e. Not trustworthy     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
f. Expensive     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
g. Lack of promotion     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
h. Too many time of interchange     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
i. Not enough feeder service     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
j. Own preference     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
k. Others ______________     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
The total journey time of taking bus is slower or faster than taking West Rail? Slower/ Faster 
(If the answer is faster, answer Q.9; If the answer is slower, answer Q.10) 
9. Taking West Rail to urban area is slower than taking bus for how much time? ______mins 
  How much do you expect West Rail to decrease its fare in order to attract you to take West 
Rail?                                                           $________ 
10. Taking West Rail to urban area is faster than taking bus for how much time?  _____ mins 
   How much do you willing to pay for a faster West Rail trip?               $________ 
11. Except for decrease its fare directly, what three measures will attract you to take West Rail? 
(Circle the top three measures according to respondent’ priority) 
  Measures:                                 1st measure 2nd measure 3rd measure 
1. Increase fare concession 1 2 3 
2. Increase interchange concession 1 2 3 
3. Enhance feeder service in West New Territories1 1 2 3 
4. Enhance feeder service in Kowloon 1 2 3 
5. Hold promotion activities 1 2 3 
6. Increase promotion 1 2 3 
7. Enhance train service 1 2 3 
8. Enhance customer service 1 2 3 
9. Others 1 2 3 
Answer Q12 if the answer of Q.11 includes Measure 1. Answer Q13 if the answer of Q.11 
includes Measure 5.  
12. What fare concession can mostly attract you to take West Rail? 
  1. Re-launch the second 10% off discount 2. Introduce student/adult month/week/day pass 
  3. Reduce the price of monthly ticket  4. Introduce family ticket (Monthly/weekly/day) 
  5. Take 8 trip and get 1 trip free/20% off for second trip  6. Others 
13. What promotion activities can mostly attract you to take West Rail? 
  1. Enhance “West Rail Fun All The Way”   
2. Enhance the service of sightseeing bus       3. Others 
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14. Do you know the West Rail festival pass and monthly pass? 
   Festival pass:  know / unknown     Monthly pass:    know / unknown 
   (If the answer include unknown, answer Q15. If all of the answer is know, jump to 
Q16) 
15. Will you use the West Rail festival pass and monthly pass if you know this? 
   Festival pass:  yes / no     Monthly pass:   yes / no 
(If the answer include yes, jump to Q26. If all of the answer is no, jump to Q16) 
16. Why you don’t use West Rail festival pass and monthly pass when known? 
  1. Stations not convenient  2. Slow  3. Uncomfortable  4. Not safe  5. Not trustworthy 
  6. Expensive  7. Too many times of interchanging  8. Own preference  9. Others ______ 
 
Part 3: Questions of transportation habit for residents who take WR to go to urban area 
17. Why do you use West Rail to go to urban area? (1: Totally agree 7: Totally disagree) 
 Totally agree                Neutral           Totally disagree 
a. Convenient      1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
b. Quick     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
c. Comfortable     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
d. Safe     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
e. Trustworthy     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
f. Cheap     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
g. Concession     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
h. Attractive Promotion activities     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
i. Promotion     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
j. Few times of interchange     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
k. No choice     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
l. Own preference     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
m. Others _____________     1       2       3       4       5       6      7 
18. Do you use West Rail festival pass?             Yes Æ continue   noÆ jump to Q21 
19. If the price of festival pass is increased to $_____, will you continue to use West Rail? 
a. $23 1. Yes  2. No b. $26 1. Yes  2. No  c. $29 1. Yes  2. No 
20. If West Rail festival pass is cancelled, will you continue to use West Rail?  
   YesÆ jump to Q24   NoÆ jump to Q 25 
21. Do you use West Rail monthly pass?         Yes Æ continue   noÆ jump to Q24 
22. If the price of monthly pass is increased to $_____, will you continue to use West Rail? 
a. $350 1. Yes  2. No b. $400 1. Yes  2. No  c. $450 1. Yes  2. No 
d. $500 1. Yes  2. No d. $550 1. Yes  2. No f. $600 1. Yes  2. No 
23. If West Rail festival pass is cancelled, will you continue to use West Rail?  
   YesÆ continue   NoÆ jump to Q 25 
24. If the octopus card fare of West Rail after 10% off is increased by $1-$5, will you 
continue to use West Rail?  (1: Absolutely yes 7: Absolutely not) 
 Absolutely yes                   Neutral                   Absolutely not
a. Increase $1     1         2         3         4         5         6        7 
b. Increase $2     1         2         3         4         5         6        7 
c. Increase $3     1         2         3         4         5         6        7 
d. Increase $4     1         2         3         4         5         6        7 
e. Increase $5     1         2         3         4         5         6        7 
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25. Except for directly lowering the fare, if West Rail can only introduce one measure to 
attract you continues to take West Rail, which measure will you choose? 
   1. Increase concession (e.g. take 8 get 1 trip free, 20% off for second trip)  
2. Increase concession of interchanging with other transport 
3. Increase feeder service in West New Territories 4. Increase feeder service in urban area 
5. Hold promotion activities  6. Enhance train service  7. Enhance customer service 
8. Increase promotion  9. Others 
 
Part 4: Other questions 
26. Please give score for the following three sentences. (1: Totally agree 7: Totally disagree) 
 Totally agree            Neutral         Totally disagree
a. Government "railway first" policy 
lead to deteriorate of bus service 
     1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
b. Discontent with the deterioration 
of bus service after WR opening 
     1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
c. Deterioration of bus service 
increase the interest of taking WR 
     1      2      3      4      5      6      7 
 
Part 5: Demographic questions 
27. What is your age?                                            _______ 
28. What is your job title?                      
   1. Managers and administrators  2. Professionals and Associate Professionals   
3. Clerks  4. Service and Shop Sales Workers  5. Elementary Occupations  
6. Others (Students and Housewifes) 
(Ask Q29 if respondent is student/housewife; Ask Q30 if respondent is 
working) 
29. How much pocket money do you receive in a month? (In HK$) 
   1. Below 500  2. 500-999  3. 1000-1999  4. 2000-2999  5. 3000 or above 
30. What is your money income? (In HK$) 
1. Below 7500  2. 7500-14999  3. 15000-29999  4. 30000-59999   
5. 60000 or above 
31. What is your household income? (In HK$) 
1. Below 14999  2. 15000-29999  3. 30000-59999  4. 60000-119999   
5. 120000 or above 
32. What is your marital status?                        1. Married    2. Single 
33. How many members does your family have?                      ________ 
34. What is your education level? 
   1. Primary school or lower   2. Form 1 - Form 5   3. Form 6 – Form 7   
4. Diploma / Associate Degree  5. University or higher 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
Gender: Male / Female 
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Appendix 5: Comparison of journey time and fare between bus and West Rail 
 
1. 屯門碼頭
前 往 / 目 的
地 
屯門碼頭 車費 相 對 巴 士
時間 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ西鐵(屯門Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 95K $11.3 慢 13 分鐘 荃灣 
市中心 2. 九巴 59M $6.9 32 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ西鐵(屯門Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 87M $11.3 慢 10 分鐘 葵芳 
2. 九巴 59A $9.5 45 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ西鐵(屯門Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43B $14.2 慢 10 分鐘 青衣青衣村 
2. 九巴 59M Æ 41M $10.8. 55 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $27 冇快/慢 東涌 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/507(屯門碼頭Æ友愛)Æ龍運 E33 $16.9 70 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 $13.5 慢 10 分鐘 美孚 
2. 九巴 59X $10.7 40 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $17.3 慢 10 分鐘 長沙灣 
2. 九巴 59X $10.7 45 分鐘 
3. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.1 慢 10 分鐘 深水埗 
2. 九巴 59X $10.7 50 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 慢 5 分鐘 旺角 
2. 九巴 59X $10.7 55 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 慢 5 分鐘 佐敦 
2. 九巴 59X Æ 地鐵 (荔枝角 Æ 佐敦) $16.3 58 分鐘 
5. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 5 分鐘 尖沙咀 
6. 九巴 59X Æ 地鐵(長沙灣Æ尖沙咀) / 九巴 259B $15.6 / $12 60 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 慢 10 分鐘 紅磡 
2.輕鐵 614/614P/507(屯門碼頭Æ市中心)Æ九巴 260X $16.9 65 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 冇快/慢 九龍城 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/507(屯門碼頭Æ友愛)Æ九巴 61X $16.7 65 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 慢 3 分鐘 九龍塘 
2. 九巴 59M / 59X Æ 地鐵 $14 / $14.2 60 分鐘 
2. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 17 分鐘 黃大仙 
2. 九巴 259D $14.5 50 分鐘 
鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 10 分鐘 九龍灣 
2. 九巴 259D $14.5 60 分鐘 
鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 5 分鐘 觀塘 
2. 九巴 259D $14.5 70 分鐘 
鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 10 分鐘 將軍澳坑口 
2. 九巴 259D Æ 綠小 102 $21.4. 80 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506Æ西鐵(屯門Æ南昌)Æ地鐵Æ城巴 1/5/5B $27.8 慢 10 分鐘 西環 
2. 城巴 962 / 962A / 962P / 962X Æ 九巴 904/905 $20.3 50 分鐘 
1.鐵巴 506Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 慢 10 分鐘 中環 
2. 城巴 962 / 962A / 962P / 962X  $16.4 50 分鐘 
1.鐵巴 506Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 慢 15 分鐘 金鐘 
2. 城巴 962 / 962A / 962P / 962X  $16.4 55 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 慢 10 分鐘 銅鑼灣 
2. 城巴 962 / 962P $16.4 65 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 15 分鐘 北角 
2. 城巴 962/962PÆ地鐵 $22 65 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 15 分鐘 太古 
2. 城巴 962/962PÆ地鐵 $22 70 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506 Æ西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 15 分鐘 柴灣 
2. 城巴 962/962PÆ地鐵 $23.2 80 分鐘 
1. 鐵巴 506Æ 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ地鐵Æ城巴 70 $29.1 慢 10 分鐘 香港仔 
2. 城巴 962 / 962A / 962P / 962X Æ 城巴 70 $21.1 75 分鐘 
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2. 屯門市中心
前往/目的地 屯門市中心 車費 相對巴士時間 
1. 西鐵(屯門Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 95K $11.3 慢 10 分鐘 荃灣 
市中心 2. 九巴 60M $6.9 30 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(屯門Æ荃灣西)Æ 綠小 87M $11.3 慢 5 分鐘 葵芳 
2. 九巴 58M $7.8 40 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(屯門Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43B $14.2 慢 5 分鐘 青衣青衣村 
2. 九巴 60M Æ 41M $10.8 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $27 冇快/慢 東涌 
2. 龍運 E33 $16.9 60 分鐘 
2. 西鐵 $13.5 快 10 分鐘 美孚 
2. 九巴 60X $10.7 40 分鐘 
2. 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $17.3 快 5 分鐘 長沙灣 
2. 九巴 60X $10.7 45 分鐘 
4. 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.1 快 5 分鐘 深水埗 
2. 九巴 60X $10.7 50 分鐘 
2. 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 10 分鐘 旺角 
2. 九巴 60X $10.7 55 分鐘 
2. 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 10 分鐘 佐敦 
2. 九巴 60X $10.7 58 分鐘 
7. 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 15 分鐘 尖沙咀 
8. 九巴 260X $13 35 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 慢 10 分鐘 紅磡 
2.九巴 260X $13 50 分鐘 
1.西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 冇快/慢 九龍城 
2.九巴 61X $11.7 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 5 分鐘 九龍塘 
2. 九巴 60M / 60X Æ 地鐵 $14 / $14.2 60 分鐘 
1.西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 20 分鐘 黃大仙 
2. 九巴 62X / 259D $14.5 40 分鐘 
1.西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 15 分鐘 九龍灣 
2. 九巴 62X / 259D $15.1 60 分鐘 
1.西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 8 分鐘 觀塘 
2. 九巴 62X / 259D $13.7 60 分鐘 
1.西鐵 (屯門Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 10 分鐘 將軍澳坑口 
2. 九巴 259D Æ 綠小 102 $20.7 70 分鐘 
1.西鐵(屯門Æ南昌)Æ地鐵Æ城巴 1/5/5B $27.8 慢 15 分鐘 西環 
2. 城巴 960 Æ 九巴 904/905 $20.3 45 分鐘 
1.西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 慢 5 分鐘 中環 
2. 城巴 960  $16.4 45 分鐘 
1.西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 慢 5 分鐘 金鐘 
2. 九巴 960  $16.4 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 冇快/慢 銅鑼灣 
2. 九巴 960 Æ 電車/城巴 5/5B $16.4 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 10 分鐘 北角 
2. 九巴 960Æ地鐵 $22 65 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 10 分鐘 太古 
2. 九巴 960Æ地鐵 $22 70 分鐘 
1.西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 10 分鐘 柴灣 
2. 九巴 960Æ地鐵 $23.2 80 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (屯門Æ南昌) Æ地鐵Æ城巴 70 $29.1 慢 5 分鐘 香港仔 
2. 九巴 960 Æ 城巴 70 $21.1 70 分鐘 
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3. 屯門(良景)
前 往 / 目 的
地 
良景 車費 相 對 巴 士
時間 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 95K $11.3 冇快/慢 荃灣 
市中心 2. 九巴 58M $7.8 40 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ荃灣西)Æ錄小 87M $11.3 慢 5 分鐘 葵芳 
2. 九巴 58M $7.8 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43B $14.2 慢 5 分鐘 青 衣 青 衣
村 2. 九巴 58M Æ 41M $11.7 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $27 冇快/慢 東涌 
2. 輕鐵 505 /507(良景Æ友愛)Æ龍運 E33 $16.9 70 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵 $13.5 冇快/慢 美孚 
2. 九巴 58X $10.7 45 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $17.3 慢 5 分鐘 長沙灣 
2. 九巴 58X $10.7 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.1 慢 5 分鐘 深水埗 
2. 九巴 58X $10.7 55 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 冇快/慢 旺角 
2. 九巴 58X $10.7 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 冇快/慢 佐敦 
2. 九巴 58X Æ 地鐵 (長沙灣 Æ 佐敦) $15.8 63 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 5 分鐘 尖沙咀 
2. 九巴 260X $13 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 慢 5 分鐘 紅磡 
2. 九巴 260X $13 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 冇快/慢 九龍城 
2. 輕鐵 505/507(良景Æ市中心)Æ九巴 61X $16.8 65 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 5 分鐘 九龍塘 
2. 九巴 58M / 58X Æ 地鐵 $14/$14.2 65 分鐘 
3. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 15 分鐘 黃大仙 
2. 九巴 258D $14.5 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 10 分鐘 九龍灣 
2. 九巴 258D $14.5 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 5 分鐘 觀塘 
2. 九巴 258D $14.5 65 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 10 分鐘 將 軍 澳 坑
口 2. 九巴 258D Æ 綠小 102 $21.5 75 分鐘 
2. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ南昌)Æ地鐵Æ城
巴 1/5 
$27.8 慢 15 分鐘 西環 
2. 九巴 960Æ 九巴 904/905 $20.3 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 慢 5 分鐘 中環 
2. 九巴 960  $16.4 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 冇快慢 金鐘 
2. 九巴 960  $16.4 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 5 分鐘 銅鑼灣 
2. 九巴 960 Æ 電車 $16.4 70 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 5 分鐘 北角 
2. 九巴 960Æ地鐵 $22 65 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 5 分鐘 太古 
2. 九巴 960Æ地鐵 $22 70 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 5 分鐘 柴灣 
2. 九巴 960Æ地鐵 $23.2 80 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 505/615/615PÆ西鐵(兆康Æ南昌) Æ地鐵Æ城巴 
70 
$29.1 慢 5 分鐘 香港仔 
2. 九巴 960 Æ 城巴 70 $21.1 80 分鐘 
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4. 屯門(兆康)
前往/目的地 兆康 車費 相對巴士時間
1. 西鐵(兆康Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 95K $11.3 快 10 分鐘 荃灣 
市中心 2. 九巴 67M $6.9 40 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(兆康Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 87M $11.3 快 10 分鐘 葵芳 
2. 九巴 67M $9.5 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(兆康Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43B $14.2 快 10 分鐘 青衣青衣村 
2. 九巴 67M Æ 41M $11.7 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $27 快 10 分鐘 東涌 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751(兆康Æ市中心)Æ龍運 E33 $16.9 70 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 $13.5 快 20 分鐘 美孚 
2. 九巴 67X $10.2 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $17.3 快 15 分鐘 長沙灣 
2. 九巴 67X $10.2 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.1 快 15 鐘 深水埗 
2. 九巴 67X $10.2 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 15 分鐘 旺角 
2. 九巴 67X $10.2 65 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 15 分鐘 佐敦 
2. 九巴 67X Æ 地鐵 (長沙灣 Æ 佐敦) $15.8 67 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 冇快慢 尖沙咀 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 260X $16.9 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 冇快/慢 紅磡 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 260X $16.9 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 快 10 分鐘 九龍城 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 61X $16.8 65 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 15 分鐘 九龍塘 
2. 九巴 67M / 67X Æ 地鐵 $14 / $14.2 65 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 快 5 分鐘 黃大仙 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 62X / 259D $18.4 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 快 10 分鐘 九龍灣 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 62X / 259D $18.4 70 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 快 10 分鐘 觀塘 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 62X / 259D $18.4 75 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 快 10 分鐘 將軍澳坑口 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 62X / 259DÆ綠小 102 $25.4 85 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ南昌)Æ地鐵Æ城巴 1/5/5B $27.8 冇快/慢 西環 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 960Æ 九巴 904/905 $24.2 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 10 分鐘 中環 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 960  $19.3 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 10 分鐘 金鐘 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 960  $19.3 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 20 分鐘 銅鑼灣 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 960 Æ 電車 $21.3 75 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 10 分鐘 北角 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 960Æ地鐵 $24.9 70 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 10 分鐘 太古 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 960Æ地鐵 $24.9 75 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 10 分鐘 柴灣 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 960Æ地鐵 $26.1 85 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 (兆康Æ南昌) Æ地鐵Æ城巴 70 $29.1 快 10 分鐘 香港仔 
2. 輕鐵 614/614P/751Æ九巴 960 Æ 城巴 70 $24 85 分鐘 
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5. 天水圍(天耀)
前往/目的地 天耀 車費 相對巴士時間
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 95K $11.3 快 5 分鐘 荃灣 
市中心 2. 九巴 69M $8.4 30 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43 $14.2 快 10 分鐘 葵芳 
2. 九巴 69M $8.4 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43B $14.2 快 10 分鐘 青衣青衣村 
2. 九巴 69M Æ 41M $12.3 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $27 快 10 分鐘 東涌 
2. 龍運 E34 $13 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 $13.5 快 20 分鐘 美孚 
2. 九巴 69X $13 40 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $17.3 快 15 分鐘 長沙灣 
2. 九巴 69X $13 45 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.1 快 15 鐘 深水埗 
2. 九巴 69X $13 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 20 分鐘 旺角 
2. 九巴 69X $13 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 25 分鐘 佐敦 
2. 九巴 69X $13 65 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 5 分鐘 尖沙咀 
2. 九巴 269B $14.9 40 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 冇快/慢 紅磡 
2. 九巴 269B $14.9 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 快 20 分鐘 九龍城 
2. 九巴 69X Æ 九巴 12A $17.3 65 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 15 分鐘 九龍塘 
2. 九巴 69M / 69X Æ 地鐵 $15.2/ 16.8 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 5 分鐘 黃大仙 
2. 九巴 269C $14.9 40 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 5 分鐘 九龍灣 
2. 九巴 269C $14.9 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 冇快 / 慢 觀塘 
2. 九巴 269C $14.9 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 5 分鐘 將軍澳坑口 
2. 九巴 269C Æ綠小 102 $21.9 70 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌)Æ地鐵Æ城巴 1/5/5B $27.8 慢 5 分鐘 西環 
2. 城巴 969Æ 九巴 904/905 $22.6 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 5 分鐘 中環 
2. 城巴 969 $18.7 45 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 10 分鐘 金鐘 
2. 城巴 969 $18.7 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 15 分鐘 銅鑼灣 
2. 城巴 969 $18.7 65 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 5 分鐘 北角 
2. 城巴 969Æ地鐵 $24.3 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 5 分鐘 太古 
2. 城巴 969Æ地鐵 $24.3 65 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 5 分鐘 柴灣 
2. 城巴 969Æ地鐵 $25.5 75 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ地鐵Æ城巴 70 $29.1 快 5 分鐘 香港仔 
2. 城巴 969 Æ 城巴 70 $23.4 70 分鐘 
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6. 天水圍(天恆)
前 往 /目 的
地 
天恆 車費 相對巴士時
間 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 95K $11.3 冇快 / 慢 荃灣 
市中心 2. 九巴 265M $9.1 40 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 87M $11.3 快 5 分鐘 葵芳 
2. 九巴 265M $9.1 55 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43B $14.2 快 10 分鐘 青 衣 青 衣
村 2. 九巴 265M Æ 41M $13 55 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $27 快 10 分鐘 東涌 
2. 輕鐵 705/706Æ龍運 E34 $16.9 70 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵 $13.5 快 15 分鐘 美孚 
2. 九巴 265B $13 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $17.3 快 10 鐘 長沙灣 
2. 九巴 265B $13 55 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.1 快 10 分鐘 深水埗 
2. 九巴 265B $13 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 15 分鐘 旺角 
2. 九巴 265B $13 65 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 15 分鐘 佐敦 
2. 九巴 265MÆ 九巴 69X $13 70 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 10 分鐘 尖沙咀 
2. 九巴 265MÆ 九巴 268B / 269B $16.5 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 慢 5 分鐘 紅磡 
2. 九巴 265MÆ 九巴 268B / 269B $16.5 65 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 快 15 分鐘 九龍城 
2. 九巴 265B Æ 九巴 12A $17.2 75 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 15 分鐘 九龍塘 
2. 九巴 265M / 265B Æ 地鐵 $15.9/$16.8 70 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 5 分鐘 黃大仙 
2. 九巴 265MÆ九巴 268C / 269C $14.9 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 5 分鐘 九龍灣 
2. 九巴 265MÆ九巴 268C / 269C $14.9 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 冇快 / 慢 觀塘 
2. 九巴 265MÆ九巴 268C / 269C $14.9 70 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 5 分鐘 將 軍 澳 坑
口 2. 九巴 265MÆ九巴 268C / 269CÆ 綠小 102 $21.9 80 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌)Æ地鐵Æ城巴
1/5/5B 
$27.8 慢 10 分鐘 西環 
2. 城巴 967Æ 九巴 904/905 $22.6 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 慢 10 分鐘 中環 
2. 城巴 967 $18.7 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 慢 5 分鐘 金鐘 
2. 城巴 967 $18.7 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 冇快/慢 銅鑼灣 
2. 城巴 967Æ 城巴 969 $18.7 70 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 慢 10 分鐘 北角 
2. 城巴 967Æ地鐵 $24.3 65 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.1 慢 10 分鐘 太古 
2. 城巴 967Æ地鐵 $24.3 75 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.1 慢 10 分鐘 柴灣 
2. 城巴 967Æ地鐵 $31.2 85 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 705/706Æ西鐵(天水圍Æ南昌) Æ地鐵Æ城巴 
70 
$29.1 慢 5 分鐘 香港仔 
2. 城巴 967 Æ 城巴 70 $23.4 75 分鐘 
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7. 朗屏
前往/目的地 朗屏 車費 相對巴士時間 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 95K $11.3 快 10 分鐘 荃灣 
市中心 2. 九巴 68M $8.4 35 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 87M $11.3 快 15 分鐘 葵芳 
2. 九巴 68MÆ九巴 69M $9.1 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43B $14.2 快 15 分鐘 青衣青衣村 
2. 九巴 68M Æ 41M $12.3 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $27 快 10 分鐘 東涌 
2. 龍運 E34 $13 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 $13.5 快 20 分鐘 美孚 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 35 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $17.3 快 20 分鐘 長沙灣 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 40 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.1 快 20 鐘 深水埗 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 45 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 20 分鐘 旺角 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 25 分鐘 佐敦 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 5 分鐘 尖沙咀 
2. 九巴 268B $14.9 40 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 冇快/慢 紅磡 
2. 九巴 268B $14.9 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 快 20 分鐘 九龍城 
2. 九巴 68X Æ 九巴 2A $16.7 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 15 分鐘 九龍塘 
2. 九巴 68M / 68X Æ 地鐵 $15.2/$16.3 55 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 5 分鐘 黃大仙 
2. 九巴 268C $14.9 40 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 5 分鐘 九龍灣 
2. 九巴 268C $14.9 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 冇快/慢 觀塘 
2. 九巴 268C $14.9 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 5 分鐘 將軍澳坑口 
2. 九巴 268C Æ綠小 102 $21.9 70 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌)Æ地鐵Æ城巴 1/5/5B $27.8 慢 5 分鐘 西環 
2. 九巴 968Æ 九巴 904/905 $22.6 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 10 分鐘 中環 
2. 九巴 968 $18.7 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 10 分鐘 金鐘 
2. 九巴 968 $18.7 60 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 15 分鐘 銅鑼灣 
2. 九巴 968 $18.7 70 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 10 分鐘 北角 
2. 九巴 968Æ地鐵 $24.3 65 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 10 分鐘 太古 
2. 九巴 968Æ地鐵 $24.3 75 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 10 分鐘 柴灣 
2. 九巴 968Æ地鐵 $25.5 85 分鐘 
1. 西鐵(朗屏Æ南昌) Æ地鐵Æ城巴 70 $29.1 快 10 分鐘 香港仔 
2. 九巴 968 Æ 城巴 70 $23.4 75 分鐘 
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8. 元朗市中心
前往/目的
地 
元朗市中心 車費 相 對 巴 士
時間 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 95K $11.3 慢 5 分鐘 荃灣 
市中心 2. 九巴 68M $8.4 25 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 87M $11.3 快 5 分鐘 葵芳 
2. 九巴 68MÆ九巴 69M $9.1 40 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43B $14.2 快 5 分鐘 青衣青衣
村 2. 九巴 68M Æ 41M $12.3 40 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $27 冇快/慢 東涌 
2. 龍運 E34 $13 50 分鐘 
1. 西鐵 $13.5 快 10 分鐘 美孚 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 35 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $17.3 快 10 分鐘 長沙灣 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 40 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.1 快 10 鐘 深水埗 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 45 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 10 分鐘 旺角 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 15 分鐘 佐敦 
2. 九巴 68X $12.5 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 10 分鐘 尖沙咀 
2. 九巴 268B $14.9 35 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 慢 10 分鐘 紅磡 
2. 九巴 268B $14.9 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $17.7 快 20 分鐘 九龍城 
2. 九巴 68X Æ 九巴 2A $16.7 65 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.1 快 10 分鐘 九龍塘 
2. 九巴 68M / 68X Æ 地鐵 $15.2/$16.3 55 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.3 慢 10 分鐘 黃大仙 
2. 九巴 268C $14.9 35 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 10 分鐘 九龍灣 
2. 九巴 268C $14.9 45 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 5 分鐘 觀塘 
2. 九巴 268C $14.9 55 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $21.7 慢 10 分鐘 將軍澳坑
口 2. 九巴 268C Æ綠小 102 $21.9 65 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌)Æ地鐵Æ城
巴 1/5 
$26.7 慢 5 分鐘 西環 
2. 九巴 968Æ 九巴 904/905 $22.6 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 冇快/慢 中環 
2. 九巴 968 $18.7 40 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 5 分鐘 金鐘 
2. 九巴 968 $18.7 50 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $24.4 快 10 分鐘 銅鑼灣 
2. 九巴 968 $18.7 60 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 5 分鐘 北角 
2. 九巴 968Æ地鐵 $24.3 55 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 5 分鐘 太古 
2. 九巴 968Æ地鐵 $24.3 65 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.2 快 5 分鐘 柴灣 
2. 九巴 968Æ地鐵 $25.5 75 分鐘 
1. 輕鐵 610/614/615/761 西鐵(元朗Æ南昌) Æ地鐵Æ城
巴 70 
$29.1 冇快/慢 香港仔 
2. 九巴 968 Æ 城巴 70 $23.4 65 分鐘 
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9. 錦田市中心
前往/目的地 錦田市中心 車費 相對巴士時間
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 95K $10.4 慢 5 分鐘 荃灣 
市中心 2. 九巴 251M $8.4 30 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ荃灣西)Æ綠小 87M $10.4 快 5 分鐘 葵芳 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 265M / 69M $9.1 45 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ荃灣西)Æ九巴 43B $13.3 快 5 分鐘 青衣青衣村 
2. 九巴 251M Æ 41M $12.3 45 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $26.1 冇快/慢 東涌 
2. 九巴 251MÆ龍運 E31 $18.4 50 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵 $12.6 快 15 分鐘 美孚 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 68X / 69X / 265B $12.5 40 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $16.4 快 15 分鐘 長沙灣 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 68X / 69X / 265B $12.5 45 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $17.2 快 15 鐘 深水埗 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 68X / 69X / 265B $12.5 50 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.2 快 15 分鐘 旺角 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 68X / 69X / 265B $12.5 55 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.2 快 20 分鐘 佐敦 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 68X / 69X $12.5 65 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.4 慢 5 分鐘 尖沙咀 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 268B / 269B $15.4 40 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $16.8 慢 5 分鐘 紅磡 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 268B / 269B $15.4 55 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ 九巴 12A $16.8 快 25 分鐘 九龍城 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 68X / 69X / 265BÆ 九巴 2A $16.7 70 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $18.2 快 15 分鐘 九龍塘 
2. 九巴 251MÆ 地鐵 $15.2 55 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $19.4 慢 5 分鐘 黃大仙 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 268C / 269C $15.4 40 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.8 慢 5 分鐘 九龍灣 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 268C / 269C $15.4 50 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.8 冇快 / 慢 觀塘 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 268C / 269C $15.4 60 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ美孚) Æ 地鐵 $20.8 慢 5 分鐘 將軍澳坑口 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 268C / 269C Æ綠小 102 $22.4 70 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌)Æ地鐵Æ城巴 1/5 $26.9 慢 5 分鐘 西環 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 968Æ 九巴 904/905 $23.8 50 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $23.5 快 5 分鐘 中環 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 968 $19.9 45 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $23.5 快 10 分鐘 金鐘 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 968 $19.9 55 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $23.5 快 15 分鐘 銅鑼灣 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 968 $19.9 65 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $25.3 快 10 分鐘 北角 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 968Æ地鐵 $25.5 60 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $25.3 快 10 分鐘 太古 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 968Æ地鐵 $25.5 70 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ 地鐵 $25.3 快 10 分鐘 柴灣 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 968Æ地鐵 $26.7 80 分鐘 
1. 步行Æ西鐵(錦上路Æ南昌) Æ地鐵Æ城巴 70 $28.2 快 10 分鐘 香港仔 
2. 九巴 251MÆ九巴 968 Æ 城巴 70 $24.6 70 分鐘 
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Appendix 6: Route map of West Rail 
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Appendix 7: Fare table of West Rail 
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